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All INVESTIGATION OF THE MICROFLORA ASSOCIATED WITH

THE EARTHWORM.

INTRODUCTION.

It is widely accepted as an established fact

that the activity of earthworms promotes soil fertility. While

the mechanisms responsible for this general effect are only vaguely

understood, it is reasonably certain that micro-organisms will

participate in most of the processes that involve transformations

of organic substances. The literature provides little information

concerning the gut microflora of the earthworm or of the effect

of earthworms on the micro-organisms of the soil. These problems

have been investigated only by Bassalik (1913). St8ckli (1928),
Dawson (1947) end Day (1950). in no cs.se did the work pens-

jtrate deeply into the subject.

The investigation to be described here had as

its principal objective a study of the changes that occur in the

microflora when soil passes through the alimentary tract of the

worm. Information on this question is desirable for the reason

that many tons of soil per acre may be passed through earthworms

in the course of a year (Evans, 1948)* Another objective was

the investigation of any changes in the soil microflora that

the worm might produce by other means, as for example by its

secretion of slime.

The lack of previous experimental work made

it necessary, as an initial step, to establish satisfactoiy

methods/
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methods of Investigation. As it is not possible to examine

the contents of the alimentary tract of the earthworm without

contact with its coelomic fluid, it was also necessary to deter*

{mine the nature of the microflora of the coelom.

In the limited time available, an attempt has

been made to provide a preliminary investigation which may serve

as a basis for future studies of these problems.
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PRailHIMRY INVESTIGATION.

INTRODUCTION.

The available literature dealing with the effect

of earthworms on the microflora of the soil and changes which

occur in this microflora during its passage through the worm

gut fails to provide any information which can be used as a

sound basis for further research. It became apparent that

the initial stages of this investigation would have to be

confined to the establishment of satisfactory techniques and

a preliminary exploration of the nature of the microflora

occurring in the worm gut.

The methods devised for the examination of the

gut contents and the coelonic fluid and the results of micro-

:scopical examinations of these materials will be described

first.
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SPECIES OP lUMBRICinUi EXAMINED.
■ mini .if",- t-rr'a■■ ■■■.■ ■: :r: r: 'j1 . xjims

Daring the preliminary investigations a large

number of each of the following species were examined:

Allolobophora callginosa

A. chlorotiea

Lumbricus rubellus

L. terrestris

Octoclaslum cyaneum

The worais were identified by means of the key

given by Boraebusch (I930). Following the preliminary inves¬

tigations humbrlcus terrestris was used exclusively as its

greater size facilitated dissection and the sampling of coelomic

fluid end casts for quantitative bacteriological studies.

METHOD OF PREPARATION OP WORMS FOR EXAMINATION.

It was necessary to find a satisfactory method

by which earthworms could be killed with the least possible

damage to the fragile alimentary tract, and with a killing

agent which would not be likely to effect the bacterial flora

of the gut or the coeloiaic fluid. After trials with a number

of killing agents the following procedure was adopted and used

in all subsequent experiments.

The worm to be examined was removed from the

soil/



soil, and washed in gently running cold water until the adherent

slime and soil had been removed. The worm was then placed

in a clean glass bottle in which a chloroform soaked pad was

suspended from the airtight cover. As soon as it was observed

that the worm had ceased all movement and could be considered

dead, it was reaoved from the bottle. The worm was then

washed in cold water again to remove the slime and castings

which had been excreted during the death agony. The worm was

then ready for the treatment indicated by the nature of the

experiment to be conducted as will be outlined in the account

of the experiment involved.
.

SBTBRMI1TATI0K OF THB RATS OF PASSA&B OF SOIL
THROUGH A WORM.

As the worms to be used in the experimental

work came from different types of soil and from soils incubated

for different periods it was apparent that the time lapse

between the ingestion of a soil and its excretion as a cast

must be determined. The following experiment was conducted
.

in order to secure information on this question.

Two soils of different colour were selected.

One was a black garden loara and the other a red clay. The

air dried 3 mm. fraction of each of these soils was placed in

a number of jars. When required a sample of each of the

soils was brought to 60$ of its water holding capacity and

firmly packed. It was found that Aen worms which had been

maintained in the black loam were transferred to the red clay,

and vice versa, the gut contents consisted entirely of the new

soil/



soil after a period of 48 hr. The difference in the colour

of the two soils ms.de it possible to observe when the castings

consisted entirely of the newly ingested soil. ITuaerous

observations were mads and at no time did the period required

to empty the earthworm gut of its previous contents exceed

48 hr.

On the basis of this information, a period of

48 hr. was always allowed to elapse from the time worms were

first placed in a new soil, and the time the gut contents were

first examined. fthen worm casts were required for bacterial

count s, several passages of the worms were first made through a

series of samples of the soil that was to be employed for the

counts.

M3TH0D OP OBTAINING FRESH WDHM CASTS.

Sarlier workers ( Jensen,1898} Stbckli,1928) Lunt

and Jacobson,1944» Dawson,1947, and Day, 1950) failed to

explain how earthworm casts were obtained for examination, or

indicated that the casts were collected from the surface of the

soil or a soil sample. Obviously, collecting casts from soil

is unsatisfactory; the age of the cast in not definitely

known, and the possibility of profound changes occurring in

the microflora of the cast even within a few hours cannot be

ignored. Further, this method makes it almost impossible to

avoid including in the sample some of the soil on which the cast

rests. It was decided that a more reliable method of sampling

would have to be evolved.

Several/
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Several methods were tested tMch proved unsatis¬

factory. Worms tend to defecate when placed in water, ©lis

was first considered as a method of obtaining a suspension which

could be used quantitatively by determination of the dry weight

of the cast after use in further dilutions. Shis was, of course,

subject to the limitation that any bacteria present on the

external surface of the worm would be incorporated in the sample

and that the slime produced by the worm during its immersion in

water would be incorporated with the sample giving a false

weight of the cast. She possibility of obtaining a sample by

dissection was considered but here again the introduction of

extraneous matter in the form of coelomic fluid or portions of

the worm gut could not be ignored, On a dry surface, worms

failed to defecate sufficiently quickly to permit casts being

collected in a short enough time to provide a sample represen¬

tative of a fresh cast. After consideration of these methods

and others, the following procedure was adopted.

A worm was washed in running cold water until

clean and then passed through a series of washings in sterile

water in the hope that as much as possible of the external

microflora would be removed. The worm was then removed from

the final wash water and its anus placed in contact with a

sheet of sterile paper. The remainder of the worm was held

in the air. The back of the blade of a sterile scalpel was

placed about 1 cm. cephalad to the anus of the earthworm.

When slight pressure was applied with the scalpel to the dorsum

of the worm, the animal attempted to escape by a violent forward

contraction. This movement produced a fresh cast. several

oasts/
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casts from different worms were obtained in this manner, collec¬

ted on the blade of a sterile scalpel and placed in a Perils

tared weighing bottle #iich contained 5 of sterile water.

A suspension was made of the sample in the usual manner and further

dilutions prepared from it. She original weight of the sample

was determined by drying the residual suspension at lCCP,

weighing and calculating the original weight of the oasts. It

was found that in general, the casts obtained from three earth-

{worms in this manner approximated 0.05 t° 0.1 g. dry weight

of cast. It was considered that this method gave a represen¬

tative sample of the final gut contents or a fresh worm cast.

PU&CT MICROSCOPICAL Il'XMIKA'HOlT
Off viomi axif coiii?skis.

Direct microscopical examination of the gut

contents of the six species previously mentioned was made to

determine if any obvious changes occurred in the microflora of

the material passing through the gut* Worms were obtained from

a variety of soils and examined as soon as possible after their

removal from their natural habitat. Specimens of each species

of worm were also placed in jars of soil to which various organic

compounds had been added. ®iese additions consisted of glucose,

manure, dried milk and shredded cellulose. Worms of various

species were removed from these soils periodically and their

gut contents examined.

A standard procudure was adopted for the micro¬

scopical examination of the gut contents. After a worm had.

been/
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been prepared for examination., as has previously been described,

it was pinned to a sheet of paper placed over a cork board. A

ventral incision was made along the entire length of the worm.

Extreme Care was taken not to puncture the gut wall. Samples

of the gut contents were obtained from the oesophagus, gizzard

and crop, foregut, midgut and hindgut by ranking a small incision

in the gut wall and removing a sample with a sterile loop. A

number of films were prepared from each sample.

After investigating several staining methods it

was found that those of Gray and Thornton (1928), or Jones and

Mdllison (1948), were the most satisfactory for making compar-

{isons with the soil in which the worm had been living.

Examinations of many hundreds of films failed

to show any obvious difference between the microflora of the

worm gut, and the microflora of the soil from which the worm

had been removed, Shis applied to all the species of worn.

The nature of the gut contents of the worm makes

it impossible to obtain a sample which, can be used for a dir

count of the numbers of bacteria present. It was found, however,

that in every case the number of bacterial cells appearing in the

films was much greater when the film was prepared from the gut

contents than when the film was prepared from the contents of

the oesophagus or the gizzard or crop. While direct evidence

is lacking that the bacterial population in the worm gut

increases as the soil moves through the gut posterior to the

gizzard, the appearance of the films examined would indicate

that such Is the case.

DIEEOT/
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DIRECT MICROSCOPICAL EXAMIHATIQN

bery

The nature and function of the coelomic fluid.

Lumbricldae is filled with a fluid which is in

contact with the external environment by way of the nephridia

and the dorsal pores. The physical characteristics of this

coelomic fluid have heen described by Lira Boon Keng (1895).

The fluid varies in colour depending on its cellular contents.
I

In most cases it has an apaque, milky-white appearance. Its con¬

centration depends upon the environment of the worn. In worms

obtained from moist or wet soil it bands to be thin and wat«

and occurs in large quantities. In worms obtained from dry-

conditions it is much reduced in quantity and tends to be thick

and viscous. Lira Boon Keng describes the reaction of the

fluid as alkaline but Robertson (193&) reports the coeloraic

fluid as varying between pH 6,5 and 6.9. The pH values of

Robertson were confirmed in tests made during the present

investigation. The coeloraic fluid not only fills the

coeloraic cavity, but is in free contact with the intermuscular

spaces and thus permeates the musculature of the earthworm.

The coelomic fluid has been described as

containing many crystalline inclusions, chiefly crystals of

CaCOehloragogen cells? coelomic corpuscles and bacteroids.

The Luffibrlcidae are capable of ejecting large

quantities of coelomic fluid through their dorsal peres. The

worms seem to be constantly covered with a slimy layer of coe-

:lomic fluid, Any irritation of the external body wall pro¬

duces/
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{duces an immediate increase in the excretion of coeloraic fluid.

Shis effect may he produced by chemical or mechanical means,

changes in temperature, or by changes in the humidity of the

environment. Stephenson (1930) suggests that the excretion of the

fluid is of use in keeping the surface of the body moist, and

in a suitable condition for the respiratory exchanges of the

worm, thus protecting it from adverse conditions. the fluid

also acts as a lubricant to aid the movement of the aura.

She coelomio fluid is rich, in amoeboeytes.
V I

Lis Boon Keng believed that the presence of the coelomic fluid

on the external surface of the worm prevented the invasion of

the worm by bacteria present in the worn1s environment. Xt

was reported by ICeng that when anthrax bacilli were injected

into the eoelomic cavity they were rapidly ingested by the

amoebocytes.

BACll'HQI PS.

©i® occurrence of small, red shaped bodies in

the connective tissue, intermuscular spaces and in the coelora

of many members of the Oligochaeta has been reported. Ihese

inclusions have been named bacteroi&s* Ihey appear to be of

universal occurrence in members of the Lumbricidae. Th&y have

been described by Cuenot (1898), and Khop (I92S), as being

irregular in size, sharp angled or rounded, rod-like forms
' ■

*

which show transitions to granules.

Cerfontaine (1890) considered these structures,

which he named "corpuscules bacilliformesH, to be bacteria.

His conclusion was derived from microscopical observations.

He also considered that their presence might explain the
• •

,

rapid decomposition of dead earthworms.

Liin Boon Keng (1895) reported the isolation of
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e. number of types of bacteria from the coelomic fluid of

Imabricus terrostris. He found that three types of organisms

occurred in large numbers. She organisms isolated were mostly

. bacilli but micrococci and spirilla also occurred. she

organism which he found in greatest numbers resembled the bacteroids

morphologically althou^i he did not designate it specifically

as such, He considered that these organisms might have a

symbiotic relationship with the earthworm, as they did not

appear to be subject to phagocytosis.

Ouenot (1848), after a microscopical study of

worm tissues and the coslomlc fluid,agreed with Cerfontalne

(1890), that the "corpuscules bacilliformes" were bacteria.

Cuenot was the first to designate these structures as

bacteroids.

Wilies and Minne (1300) believed these

bacteroids to be crystals of uric acid. 2hey found in

certain peritoneal cells masses of little, prismatic crystals

which varied in size and in some eases had the shape of lozenges

or hexagons. TftlXem and Minns considered these structures

to be identical with those described by Oerfontalne and Cuenot.

Shey considered that Cuenot had failed to observe the essentially

crystalline nature of the majority of the structures, and had

concentrated his observations on those forms which assumed the

appearance of bacteria. Wlllem and Mian* based their con¬

clusion that these structures were crystals of uric acid on

the evidence of microscopical studies conducted with polarized

light, and of a series of macro- and microchemical tests.

Butschowitz (1931) reports that Schneider (1902),

by using staining methods reached the conclusion that the

bacteroids/
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baeierolds were either "bacteria as described "by Cuenot or were

possibly a form of •trophoehondrip'.

Maziarski (1901,1903). investigations of the structure of

the nephridia in earthworms states that the inner wall of the

ampulla is covered by a layer of rodlets, which by culture show

themselves to be bacteria.

The presence of bacteria in the ampulla of the

nephridia of humbricus terrestris was investigated by Knop (1926)

by microscopical examination of stained sections. He concluded

that the structures in the nephridia were bacterial cells and

uggested a method by which they were transferred to successive

generations of earthworms through the cocoons. His work is

reviewed and discussed by Buehner (1930).

Shop (1926) distinguished between the organisms

yfaich occurred in the nephridia and the "bacteroids, as described

by Cuenot (1898) and Wills® and Minne(1900), which occurred in

the connective tissue, intermuscular spaces and in the coeloia.

He concluded from a variety of staining reactions that the

bacteroids were crystals of unknown end-products of metabolism.

Pandas!s (1931) In studies of several Oligochaeta

claimed to have isolated the organism occurring in the nephridia.

He considered that the bacteria served a symbiotic function by

providing an enzymatic s stem which split the albumin excreted

with the urinary flu!dfc Part of the albumin fraction was then

reabsorbed by the parietal cells of the nephridia.

Butschowitz (1931) repeated and enlarged upon

the methods used by Willesn and Minns (1300}, in a study of the

bacteroids of Lunbriens terrestrip. He concluded that the

basteroids of the connective tissue of earthworms were crystals

of/
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of protein.

Gianfurari end Oantoni {193^) reported that a

Gram-negative, non-motile, capsulated rod resembling loth the

Friedlander group, and the non-raotile types of the paracolon

group was constantly present in the coelomic fluid of Lumbricus

terrestris. They did not, however, attempt to relate this organism

directly a3 the bacteroid.

It was considered advisable to examine the

coelomic fluid to determine if a bacterial flora existed in the

fluid. 2fhis examination was Indicated for the following

reasons. She work previously reported had failed to indicate

conclusively whether the bacteroids present in the coelomic fluid

were bacteria or crystalline inclusions. If a specific flora was

present in the nephridia, then, as the coelomic fluid was in constant

contact with the nephridial Canals, this flora night be expected

to occur in the coelomic fluid. The coeloaic fluid was in

constant contact with the external environment through the

nephridisl canals and dorsal pores, thus many chances occurred

for the infection of the coelom by soil organisms. If a

bacterial flora existed in the coelomic fluid this fact would

have to be considered in any bacteriological examination of the

alimentary canal.

Experimental methods end results.

A preliminary investigation of the coelonic

fluid of the species of worms previou sly mentioned was made by

the examination of films prepared from samples of the fluid taken

from a number of positions along the coelomic cavity. The

method employed in obtaining the samples was similar to that used

in obtaining the samples of the gut contents. A large number

of worms were examined and films stained by simple basic stains

or/
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or by Oram's method.

In all cases, numerous rod-like structures were

observed, Ihese structures stained well with the basic dyes

employed and were consistently uniform rods with rounded or

square-cut ends. 55icy always occurred singly and gave a Grais-

negative reaction. Samples of the coelomie fluid were examined

directly, or diluted, by the hanging drop and wet mount methods

for evidence of motility of these structures. Motility was

never observed.
\

Smears were made from the external body wall,

the internal body wall, external surface of the gut, the

clitellum, nephridia, hearts, septa, ovaries, testes, seminal

vesicles and calciferous glands. In all cases similar Gram-

negative, rod-like structures were observed.

©is species of the worm examined or the conditions

under which it had been maintained did not appear to effect the

incidence of these structures. Bacterial forms differing from these

bacteroids were never observed unless the worn had suffered a recent

injury. In this case, the coeloiaic fluid in the area of the

injury showed a mixed microflora aid large concentrations of

amoeboeytes.

fhsse ejcaminations had shown the prevalence of

bacteroid forms in, different species of earthworms unuer

different conditions but had failed to deosnstrate conclusively

the bacterial nature of the structures* Samples taken from a

large number of speciasnt s of hu.bricua terrestris were examined

by a variety of methods in oiler to obtain further Information

with regard to the nature of the baeteroidal forms.

Attempts to establish the presence of flagella

or spores by a number of the standard techniques failed to

indicate/
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indicate the occurrence of either apores of flagella. flhan

capsule stains were applied the bacteroids appeared to "be

surrounded "by masses of amorphous material without any evidence

of a distinct capsule associated with the structure. 1.11ms

stained by the sudan black-safranin method did not indicate the

presence of fatty material in the bacteroids. !The structures

were not acid fast. Negative staining with nigrosin failed to

reveal any outstanding characteristics.

Films were stained with a variety of simple stains

of acidic or basic properties. rfhe b&cterolds present in the

films appeared to show a marked affinity for stains of the

basic group. She acidic group of stains were taken up but much

mors weakly. fhis suggests a predominance of acidic over basic

groups in the bactsroids which is a characteristic of bacterial

protoplasm.

Net mounts were prepared from dilutions of the

coelomic fluid and dilute solutions of crystal violet, methylene

blue, Congo red, neutral red or Cram's iodine were allowed to

diffuse under the cover slip. At first the bacteroids became

surrounded by the dye, but remained unstained. After a period the

exterior surface of the bacteroid took up the dye and evedkially

the entire bacteroid stained. No changes were seen when iodine

was applied.

A differentiation of a cell wall in the

bacteroids was attempted by methods proposed by Kfcaysi (1941),

and Hobinow (1945)* A considerable number of bacteroids

showed what appeared to be a distinct cell vail and in eome

cases the longer bacteroids appeared to be divided by a thin

septum.

!The affinity of the bacteroids for basic steins,
their/
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their reaction to vital staining snd the evidence of a cell Trail

suggested that the hacterolds t«rc, in fact, bacterial cells.

On the "basis of this evidence, it tms decided to attempt the

culture of the "baeterolds of the coelomic fluid.
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OIPAEISMS OF TIU COELOMIC FLUID.

She available information concerning the nature

of the bacteroids present in the coelomic fluid of the earthworm

Indicated that a satisfactory investigation of the gut aicro-

jflora could not "be conducted until it was established whether

or not these bacteroids were viable and would Interfere with

the separation of the bacterial population found in the gut.

Method of sampling the coelotaic fluid.

In all investigations of the coelomic fluid, the

same technique was used. A worm was washed and killed as

previously described. The exterior of the worm was sterilised

by immersion in 80$ ethyl alcohol, or a saturated solution of

chlorinated lime, or by the application of a heated blade of a

scalpel to the area to be incised. When chemical sterilisation

was employed it was followed by several washings in sterile

water to remove the excess disinfectant present. These methods

seemed to be equally effective and did not appear to effect the

bacterfcfcl content of the coelom. The worm, without recontamin-

Sation, was then pinned t® a sheet of sterile paper and a short

incision made with a sterile scalpel through the ventral body

wall, care being taken to avoid the alimentary canal and blood

vessels. The body wall on one side of the incision was carefully

pulled back with a sterile probe and a few septa cut. A sample

was removed from the pocket thus formed with a sterile Pasteur

pipette graduated to take 0.01 ml. The inoculum was then placed

in 10 ml. of sterile tap water or Ringer's solution and the

sample thoroughly mixed by agitation. Further dilutions of

1/10,000;/
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1/10,000; 1/100,000, and 1/1,000,000 were prepared "by the

standard method and used as inocula. The platings were com¬

pleted as rapidly as possible. A further 0.01 ml. sample of the

coelomic fluid was then removed from the --norm and spread over a

1 cm2 area on a slide. The film thus formed was stained with

basic fuschin and a direct count of the bactsroids present was

obtained by the method commonly employed in direct counts of the

bacteria present in soil or in silk. The figure obtained was

subsequently used as a check against the number of colonies

appearing on the plates.

Use of simple media for the isolation of the coeloiaie
organisms.

Lim Boon Keng (1895) has reported the isolation

in gelatine plates of several types of organisms, one of which

was similar morphologically to the bacterolds. Pandazis (1931)

has isolated an organism, \ghich he considers to be a symbiont

of the earthworm, by transferring nephridia to nutrient broth.

Gianfurari and Cantoni (1936) report an organism of the

FriedlMnder type as being constantly present in the coelomic

fluid of the earthworm. The;/ isolated the organism by streaking

nutrient agar slopes with a loopful of the coelorale fluid* If

these were, in fact, true representatives of the bacteroids, it

appeared that a comparatively simple medium would suffice for their

Isolation.

In the initial attempt to isolate the coelomic

organisms two types of media were employed, nutrient agar and

Topping's agar (p. £ | ). A sample of the coelomic fluid was

obtained from each of four worms and plates were poured with

each/
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each medium at dilutions of 1/1,000; 1/10,000; 1/100,000, and

1/1,000,000. Two plates of each dilution were incubated

aerobically at 35° and two plates at 20°, jhe plates were

examined at frequent intervals.

Prom one of the worms, the plates showed

colonies on both media and at both temperatures of incubation

within a few days. Examination of these plates after 14 days'

incubation showed a wide variety of colony types and microscopical

examination showed forms which varied widely morphologically.

No growth was observed, even after 30 days' incubation, on any

of the plates inoculated from the other three worms, save the

occasional colony which was obviously a contaminant.

Effect of sterilisation of the external surface of the worm
on. the bacteria in the coelom.

These results suggested either that the colonies

developing from the first worm were the result of contamination of

the coelomic fluid by gut contents or that the sterilisation of

the external surface of the remaining worms had been too drastic

and had destroyed the bacteria present in the coeloa.

In order to determine which was the case, four

worms of a similar size were selected. Two were anaethesized by

placing them in the chloroform bottle for a period just sufficient

to stop their movement. They were then removed and stabbed

through a specific segment with a fine dissecting needle in

such a manner as to rupture the gut wall. They were then placed

In water and allowed to revive. After some time all four worms

were killed and their external surfaces sterilised by identical

treatment. Samples of the coelomic fluid from the stabbed worms

were obtained from the area of the stabbing. It was observed

that/
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that the gut wall had been broken. Samples of the coeloraic

fluid were also obtained from the unstabbed worms. Nutrient

agar plates were inoculated and incubated at 20°. It was

found that a mixed flora developed on the plates inoculated

from the stabbed morns, while those inoculated from the unstabbed

worms showed no growth. It was subsequently determined that

rupture of the gut wall of the earthworm occasionally occurred

naturally through the presence of sharp bits of stone in the

gut contents or through the violent muscular contractions which took

place during the death agony. In all future samplings great care

was taken to ensure that the gut wall in the sampling area was

intact.

In order to test the efficiency of the steril-

jisation process nutrient agar plates were inoculated with

samples of the final wash water and other plates were smeared

with a sterilised worm. In no case did growth occur other than

the occasional casual contaminant.

The results of these experiments indicated that

the sterilisation process was satisfactory and did not effect

the organisms present in the coelom. They also showed that

the bacteroids were unable to develop on nutrient agar or

Topping's agar when incubated aerobically.

Use of complex media for the Isolation of cosIonic organisms.

It was then considered that the organisms might

require either a richer medium or anaerobic conditions of

incubation. Platings from dilutions prepared from numerous

worms were made with the following media and incubated aero-
L-

jbically and anaerobically at 2CP and 35° *

1. Nutrient/
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10*

1. ITutriait agar enriched by the addition of

1C$> sterile ox blood.

2. lopping's agar enriched by the addition of

sterile ox blood.

3. Eufctient agar.

4. Sopping's agar.

5. Tomato sgar. (Stirling, 1952-)*

6. soil extract agar. (p. ^1 ).

Shake cultures were also prepared in tubes and

incubated under similar conditions.

She anaerobic plates were incubated in McIntosh

and Hides jars or in jars containing a large tube of pyrogallic

acid and NaCO^ Bach jar also contained a tube of methylene
blue oxygen indicator. The shake cultures were treated in a

similar manner.

In no case was growth obtained.

The nature of the coelorriic fluid suggested the

possibility that an increased COg tension might be required by

coelonic organisms. Therefore, the experiment outlined above

was repeated with the addition to the jars of tubes containing

CaOCU and dilute HC1. Growth still failed to occur.
D

As these media failed to produce growth under

a wide variety of conditions it was considered that still more

complex media might be needed. It was also considered that
4

'anti-growth' factors might occur in complex organic media as

had been reported by Foster, Kardwick and Guirard (1950). For

this reason starch was added to some of the media as an adsorbent.

The /
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She following media were employed:

1. Leraco beef extract, 1.0$ w/v; Evan's peptone, 1.0$ w/t}

Yeastral, 0.25$ w/vj glucose, 0.2$ w/v; soluble

starch, 1.0$ w/v; agar, 1.5$ w/v*
2. As medium 1 with starch omitted and 10.0$ v/v sterile

serum added.

3. As medium 1 with Lmco beef extract reduced to 0.5$ w/r
and 10$ v/v sterile serum added.

4* As medium 3 with starch omitted.

5. Topping's agar.

6. Corn liver mash (tubes) (McClung and McCoy, 1934).

Plates were prepared from dilutions of the

coelomic fluid of a number of worms and Incubated at 22° and

35° under both aerobic and anaerobic conditions with and without

excess COg. The tube cultures of corn liver mash were similarly

treated.

After 14 days' incubation coelomic organisms

had. failed to develop in any of these media.

As all the media used had been adjusted to

pH 6.6, it was thought that a pH effect might be suppressing

growth. The six media aentioned above were prepared with

final pH values of 6.0, 7«0, and 8.0; plates and shake cultures

inoculated with dilutions of the coelomic fluid were Incubated

aeroblcally and anaerobically. After 14 days' incubation,

growth of coelomic organisms had failed to occur.

It was apparent that if the bacteroid of the

eoelom was a living organism, as had been suggested by micro-

iscopical studies, the conditions so far provided would not permit

its growth in artificial medium.

Isolation/
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Isolation of coaloralc organisms*

A study of the literature dealing with the

isolation end cultivation of symbiotic bacteria associated with

insects and of other types of fastidious bacteria was made, and

the media employed were compared. It was decided to test, in

the first instance, the me&ixan devised "by Lewis, Bedell and

Rettger (1940), and modified by King and Rettger (1942) for the

isolation of non-sporulating anaerobic bacteria.

She medium used was slightly modified from their

formula and consisted, of;

Bacto tryptone, 2.0$ w/v; Lenco beef extract, 1.0$ w/v; glucose

1.0$ w/v; HagBGPO^, 0.4$ w/v; cysteine, 0.09$ w/v; yeast

autolysate, 10.0$ v/v; agar, 1.5$ w/v, and made to 1000.0 ml

with distilled water. The glucose, cysteine and yeast autolysate

were added after the agar and the other ingredients had been

dissolved. The reaction was adjusted to pH 6.6. Two tablets

of rezasurin were added as an oxidation-reduction indicator.

She medium was then tubed immediately and sterilised by anto-

jclaving to 22 lb. pressure. Before use the medium was heated

to 100° and held at that temperature until the indicator had

become completely reduced.

Plates inoculated with 1/100,000 and 1/1,000,000

dilutions of the coelomic fluid and incubated anaerobically

permitted the growth of an organism which had a similar morphologi-

jcal appearance to those occurring in the eoelom. Plates

incubated aerobically failed to permit the growth of any

colonies.

The experiment was repeated with dilutions of

the /
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the coelonic flyid obtained from each of six worms. With

these six series of platings the effect of an increased CO2
tension and the effect of an acidic, nsfctral and alkaline

reaction of the medium was tested. In all cases colonies

developed on those plates which were incubated anaerobically-

while no colonies developed on the plates incubated aerobically.

The pH of the medium within the range of 6.0 to B.O did not

appear to effect the growth of the organism. She organism

grew equally well at 20° and 35°. An increased GOg tension
appeared to stimulate growth but was not essential. The

number of colonies which developed consistently represented

about to 20; of the number of rods in the coelomic fluid

as determined by direct microscopical count.

Films were prepared from the colonies ?hich

developed and were stained by Gram's method. The films

diewed a regular Gram-negative rod similar in appearance to

the rods appearing in the eoelom. On two of the platings a

few colonies of another organic occurred. It appeared to be

a Gram-negative streptococcus. This organism, which was

originally considered to be a contaminant, will be described

subsequently.

Organisms from the nephrldia of earthworms.

Pandazis {1931} reported the isolation of a

specific aerobic organism from the aephridia of earthworms,

fjiop (1926) found by direct microscopical examination that

large quantities of bacteria-like structures were concentrated
in the ampulla of the nephridia.

A number of naphridia were dissected from

various/
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various worms and examined microscopically. Shere appeared

to be large concentrations in the nepkridla of the organism present

in the eoeloalc fluid. Pandas! s» method of Isolation of this

organism is of extremely doubtful reliability! the removal of

nephridia from the earthworm is a slow and tedious process;

the chances of contamination are very large; his method of

inoculating nutrient broth directly with a nepfcridium would

permit the rapid growth of any contaminants present. Frottther-

nore, it is impossible to disassociate the nephridia from the

coelosic fluid.

In order to check the occurrence of an aerobic

organ!m in the nephridia, six nephridia were removed from

different worms. *Jhe nephridia were crushed in a small

quantity of sterile water and plates of KLng and Ilettger's

agar poured by the serial dilution method. It was found that

sets of plates from two nephridia produced aerobic growth.

ffhe remaining sets only permitted the growth of the anaerobic

organism. Shis evidence suggests that the organism isolated

by Pandasis was, In fact, a contaminant and did not represent

the organism present in the eoelom.

Growth requirements of the aoelomlc organisms.

In order to determine the factor in King sad

Bettger»s medium which permitted growth but which was not

present in those media used previously, the following media

were employed in a series of platings;

1. King and Rettger's agar (control).

2. King and Rettger's agar with yeast autolysate

replaced by Yeastrel.

3. King/
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3* King and Rettger' s agar with yeast autolysate

replaced "by soil extract.

4. King and Eettger's agar with yeast autolysate

replaced by tomato juice.

Elates of each medium were inoculated with a

1/100,000 dilution of the coelomlc fluid of a worm, and

incubated at 20° both aercbically and anaerobically.

Growth of the organism occurred on the anaero-

jbic plates of medium 1, but colonies failed to develop on

media 2, 3, or 4.

She experiment was repeated with, the same four

media but with the replacement of cysteine by thioglycollate

or ascorbic acid, and wi th the elimination of a reducing agent.

In these three series of platings growth once

again occurred on the medium containing yeast autolysate and

failed in its absence. 5<he substitution of mother reducing

agent for cysteine, or its absence did not appear to effect

growth although growth occurred more rapidly in the presence

of a reducing agent. Growth failed in all cases on those plates

which were incubated aerobically.

Ihese results suggested that an essential grow

factor was present in yeast autolysate but not in Yeastrel, t to

juice or soil extract. If cysteine was required as an essential

growth factor, it appeared to be present in the other

components of the medium in sufficient quantities to permit

growth.

Pure/
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Pore culture studio a of the coelomic organism.

A satisfactory method and medium had been

secured for the isolation of an organism wfeiiah apparently

occurred regularly in the coelomic fluid of the earth.iorm.

It was decided that a preliminary investigation of the

physiological character and the function of this organism

should he undertaken.

fifteen, colonies were selected from three

different platings and ropiated in the same medium by the

serial dilution method. After 7 days' incubation under

anaerobic conditions at 20° well formed colonies had developed!.

A representative colony of each of the original isolations was

selected from the first replating, and replated a second time

in the sane manner and also transferred to a vial containing the

same medium as a semi-solid agar with 0.2^ HaHCO^ added as an
additional COg source. It was found that colonies consistently

failed to develop on the second replating or on transfer from
«

the first replating to the semi-solid medium.

numerous attempts were made to isolate colonies

which were capable of growth on the second replating. It was found

in a few cases that colonies developed on the second replating

or growth occurred in semi-solid agar on the second transfer.

®iese colonies were, however, unable to survive any further

transfers.

filaser (1930 a,b) reported the isolation of a

corynebacteriurn-like ayrabiont from the American roach,

periplaneta americana and from the German roach Blattella

geroanica. Gler (1936) indicated that only negative results

had been obtained after hundreds of attempts to cultivate

these/
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these symbionts on many kinds of media. He considered G-laser's

diphtheroid®s to fee a slow growing contaminant of an unusual

nature (G-ier, 1937). Steinhaus (19^7) reported that Glaser

(personal communication) maintained that repeated transfers

from a medium which had been inoculated feith these microorganisms,

but which was apparently sterile, were necessary before the

organisms finally appeared as tiny pin-point colonies. According

to Olaser, a period of slow adaptation to artificial conditions

was necessary.

The possibility was considered that the

organisms isolated from the coelom of the earthworm might

initially carry with them a specific growth, factor which would

permit their original growth in artificial medium and that a

quantity of this substance sufficient to permit growth might

be carried to the first replating but than became exhausted.

If such was the case it might be possible, by 3-laser1 s method,

to obtain a slow .adaptation of the organism to the artificial

medium.

Six cultures wiich had developed on the first

replatiag and shlch had survived transfer to the semi-solid
were selected.

medium in vials^ After 3 day's incubation two of these transfers
were taken and, although no growth was visible, an inoculum of

1 ml. was transferred to fresh medium. The process was repeated

every three days for a period of 30 days. The same procedure

was followed with two cultures which had incubated 7 days with

successive transfers occurring at seven-day intervals until six

transfers had been completed. The remaining two cultures were

transferred at fourteen-day intervals until four transfers had

been/
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been completed. In no case did visible growth occur.

As this method had failed to produce a strain

adapted to artificial medium it was considered that the use of

an enrichment culture might produce "better adapted strains.

Dilutions of 1/10,000, 1/100,000 and 1/1,000,000 of coelomie

fluid were inoculated into vials of the semi-solid medium and

into tubes of the same medium as a "broth. Control plates were

also inoculated at the same time. She tube cultures were

incubated anaerobically and the plates were incubated aerobic-

rally. If growth occurred on the aerobic plates the inoculum

was considered to have been contaminated and the series was discarded.

After 7 days1 incubation, vigorous growth had occurred in the

semi-solid medium up to the 1/100,000 dilution and occasionally

in the 1/1,000,000 dilution. Growth rarely occurred in the

liquid medium and was never vigorous. ^Examination of films

prepared from these cultures indicated that only Gram-negative

rods of a type similar to those occurring in the coelora had

developed. Platings were made from these cultures and although

colonies developed in the first plating, these colonies were

unable to develop on replating or on transfer to the semi-solid

medium in vials.

At this point it became apparent that, before

pure culture studies could be conducted, a method would have

to be evolved by which the cultures could be maintained and

remain viable after successive transfers.

ghe effect/
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ghe effect of various carbon sources or. the growth of the
coei'omlc organi sag.

ghe possibility that the organism night have

specific energy requirements which had not "bean net by th

availability of the compounds in th® laboratory at that tine.

A basal medium consisting ofj gvsn's peptone, 0.5r- v/v; Bacto

tjyptons, 0.5$ w/v; agar (B»vis), 0.079$ '-t/v; yeast autolysate,

10.0$ v/v, was used.

Sh© following reducing agents were added to

the basal medium :

tubed in 9 ml. quantities and sterilised at 13 lb. for 15 rain.

In the case of Ho. 3, the ascorbic acid was added aseptically

at this stag© as a Seitz-aterllised solution. $hen the

sterilised medium had cooled to 45° 1 ml. of a suitable dilution

of a Seits-sterilised solution of the following compounds was

added aseptically to the required number of tubes of each

medium.

so far employed was considered. A selection of carbon c s

was made. She selection was purely empirical and based on the

1. SSrioglycollate G.C*3$ t/v.
2. Cysteine 0.05$ w/v.

3. Ascorbic Acid G.C2$ w/v

4. Glucose evolua 10.0)3 v/v.

5. Ho addition.

She media were adjusted to pE 6.8, and were

Qorapound/
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Compound Percentafro w/v>

Glucose 0.5
fructose 0.5
Lactose 0.5
Siennase 0.5
Maltose 0.5
Sucrose 0.5

Arabinaoe 0.5

Salacin 0.5

3Sthyl Alcohol 0.2

Glycerol 0.4

Ila heazoate 0.2
Phenol 0.2

Ha acetate 0.2
Malic acid 0.1
Kalonic acid 0.1
Ca lactate 0.2
Ha succinate 0.4
Oifcric acid 0.2
pyruvic acid 0.4
Lactate plus

acetate 0.1 each

Urea 0.5„
Uric acid 0.16

Lesco l.o
Tomato juice 1.0 v/v

Ho addition 0.0

Three cultures were selected that had heen

picked from an original plating of the coelomie fluid and

transferred to vials of the semi-solid medium. Good growth

had occurred in the semi-solid agar cultures. A serids of

each set of media was inoculated with a large loopful from

each culture. The tubes were incubated for a period of 30

days and examined periodically. Aftefc seven days' growth had

appeared in the media containing uric acid and a reducing agent

Gmrth failed to occur in any of the other media.

Platings/
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Platings fro?« cultures in the uric acid medium

in Stag and Bettger's agar end In the uric grid medium solidifie

with agar failed to permit the growth of my colonies.

if

Utilisation of uxfcc acid by the coeloaic organisms.

Despite the fact that the organism could not "be

recovered by replating, the apparent growth of the organism in
'' " "I . ■ |

the uric acid medium suggested that forther investigations

shoijiid he conducted to determine if the organism was capable

of utilising uric acid as a carbon and nitrogen source.
♦ ,

A large number of isolated from the coelor.de

fluid were selected and the uric acid medium previously describe

inoculated from them as a solid agar in plates, as a geai-solid

agar in vials and as broth in vials. At the same time, the

uric acid medium described by Barker (194^) inoculated as

solid agar in plates, semi-solid agar in rials and as broth in

vials. Barker's uric acid raedium consisted of: Uric acid,

0.35" v/vi O.G3vi w/v; Mg30^.7HgO, 0.01$ w/v; yeast

autolysate, 0.5'/ v/v; phenol red soluticr 0 1$ v/v; distilled

Eg) to 1000.0 ml.
For solid agar 1.9$ w/v agar me added; for semi-solid agar

0.075$ vr/v. The mixture containing approximately 300.0 ml. of

water was boiled until the agar had dissolved and the boiling

mixture was brought to a pH of 7.2-7.6 by the addition of 10$

ISaQH. Slther 0.05$ w/v cysteine or 0.01$ v/vthioglycollic
acid was added. If necessary, NaOH was added to maintain an

alkaline reaction. The medium was then bottled or placed in

vials and sterilised at 15 lb. for 15 rain.

The/
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She plate cultures were Incubated anaerobically

for periods of 7 and. 14 days. (The cultures In vials were In¬

cubated for periods up to 3 Months and examined periodically.

Colonies fei led to develop on the plates. Ho apparent growth

occurred in the broth cultures. Hesuits from the semi-solid

medium were variable. In some cases growth appeared to occur

within three days. In others, growth, if it had occurred, was

masked by the precipitation of uric acid salts and crystals of

uric acid. In no case was it possible to recover the

organism from the uric acid medium by transferring to I'lng and

Rettger * s .medium.

An effort was made to prevent the precipitation

of the uric acid in the medium. Lithium urate is more soluble

than sodium urate. Fresh medium was prepared which was

neutralised by the addition of LiOH instead of HaOH. She

experissnt was repeated with essentially the same results as

those reported above.

In order to determine definitely whether or not

the ecelonic organisms were utilising uric acid Barker's medium

was used in deep layers of agar in tubes and plates and inocul-

jatsd directly with dilutions of coeloiaic fluid. After seven

days' anaerobic incubation it was found that colony-like

concretions of crystals had occurred both in the shake cultures

and in the plates. The unlaoculated tubes and plates showed

aggregations of crystals but these were neither as hard and rock¬

like nor as distinctly formed. (Those developing in the

inoculated plates, idien crushed and examined microscopically as

a stained film, showed numbers of Gram-negative rods interspersed

through, and associated with, the crystals.

Efforts to recover the organisms by replating

In/
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in King and Bettfer*« rtcdiua end Barker's uric .acid me&ltaa again

failed.

affect of glycine on the growth of the coeloaic organisms.

Barker and Beck ( 1941 ) have reported that

Clostridium acidi-uriui utilised glycine in the presence of

uric acid. It was -chough that the glycine might act as a

hydrogen donor and uric acid as the hydrogen acceptor. In

order to examine the possibility that the presence of glycine

might stimulate growth the following media were inoculated with

two fresh isolates which had been transferred to King and

Rettger's semi-solid medium.

1. Mineral salts base (p. )j 0.2$ w/v uric acid.

2. as 1 f 0.1$ w/v glycine.

3« as 2 * 0.0y$ w/v cysteine.

4. as 1 * 10.0$ v/v yeast autolysate.

5. as 2 * 10.0$ v/v yeast autolysate.

6. as 3 ^ 10.0$ v/v yeast autolysate.

7. King and Rettger* s medium 4 0.1$ w/v glycine.

8. Barker's uric acid medium *r 0.1$ w/v glycine.

9. Shioglyeollate mediura (Pifco formula).

®ie media -were prepared both as broth and semi¬

solid agar and used in vials. After severs! weeks' incubation

it was apparent that the presence of glycine had not stimulated

growth.

Utilisation/
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Utilisation of aucleonroteln and nucleic acid by the coelomlc
organ!cms.

As growth of the organism had apparently

occurred a number of times in a uric acid medium, it seemed

possible that the organism mi^it be involved in the nucleoprofcein-

nucleic acid metabolism of the earthworm. If such was the

case, it seemed likely that crude preparations of nucleoprotein

and nucleic acid would provide a source cf available compounds.

Crude preparations of nucleoprotein said nucleic acid (Hawk, Oser

and gummerson, 1947), were made from fresh baker's yeast and

incorporated in the following mediumj

least autolysate, 1.0$ v/vj K^-IPO^ 0.03$w/vj MgSO^.jHgO ,

0,01$ w/v; phenol red solution, 0,1$ v/vj nueleoprotein or

nucleic acid, 1,0$ w/v; agar 0.072s w/v; cysteine, 0.02$ W/T
aduwd after agar di a-.sabred. Final pH adjusted to 7*4 or 6.6,

?ials of this medium -tore inoculated from a

number of cultures of the organism In King and Rettger's semi¬

solid medium and from Barker's semi-solid uric acid medium.

Sisible growth occurred in most cases while in the remaining

vials growth was slight or absent. There did not appear to be

a preference for either nucleoprotein or nucleic acid.

IIopiating in King and Rettger's medium failed to recover the

organism and transfers to the nucleoprotein or nucleic acid

medium did not produce growth.

Gram-negative rods appearing in agar preparations.

During the course of these investigations it

was found invariably that inoculated agar media which failed

to show visible growth contained an appreciable number of

Gram-negative/
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Grse.Htiegc.tive rods, similar morphologically to those found la

the wona coelon, If films were prepared and examined mlero-

tscoplcally. J.f first, it ws<* thought that these rods

represented a weak growth of the organlssu On examination of

nniaoculafied agar medium, however, it was found that similar

rods were found. She possibility of therssodurio bacteria

surviving the sterilisation process was considered and the period

of auotclaving increased. She structures continued to appear

in films prepared from uninoculated media. A "wide variety

of different agar media prepared by other workers in the

department was then examined. In every case, from both solid and

semi-solid media, (1ram-negative rods were Sound in large

enough quantities to suggest slight growth on microscopic

examination. As many samples as possible of the different

types and batches of agar that were in the laboratory were

?'
collected, She agara were dissolved in distilled water and

autoclaved, at 20lb. for 20 rain., at a dilution of 0.090 w/v

agar. Films were prepared and stained from these very weak

agar gels. Gram-negative rods appeared in saay fields, fhe

source or time of preparation of the agar did not appear to effect

the occurence of the bacteria-like structure. Ehey were

equally common in Japanese agar of both pre-war and post-war

batches, and in Mew Zealand agar. Further investigation

revealed that they were capable of staining after 30 rain,

autoelaving at 30 lb. pressure, were only slightly disrupted

when autoclaved at 22 lb. pressure in 0.1 11 HOI and destroyed

#ien sutoclaved in 0.1 H HaOH.

Although the nature of these structures has

not/
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not 'been established It coeme possible that they are dead

bacterial cells. Ifhile they would present no difficulty in

the examination of normally growing cultures, they make it

impossible to accept the mere presence of Gram-negative rods

in an agar medium as evidence of -growth of a Gram-negative
.

bacterium.

The possibility that the colonies which

developed on the agar plates inoculated from the coejom si.?ht

have represented & heat resistant contaminant of the agar was

examined. Various samples of agar were ground md suspensions

made in sterile water. Platings were made from these suspensions

in King and Hettger's medium. Similar suspensions were heated until

the agar bad just dissolved. Platings from these suspensions

were made in the same medium. The plates were incubated both aero-

:blcally and anaerobically. Numerous colonies developed from

the unheated agar suspensions but no colonies developed from

the heated agar suspensions. It may, therefore, be assumed

that the colonies isolated fron the worm coelora were not relate

to the structures appearing in the agar.

As the coelomic organism was unable to develop

satisfactorily in a liquid medium and appeared to be capable of

growth only in an agar medium, it has been necessary to accept

a visible growth as the only reliable evidence of multiplication.

In the following discussion only visible growth Is considered.

Description/
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description of occurring In the coeloalc fluid of
earthworms. *"

Morphology.

Gram-negative, nan-motile, regular rod with

rounded to aquare-eut ends# Gcoura singly or occasionally in

pairs. Spores were not obeerved md the organism is not acid

fast.

KhiC, and BBttgar<s nedim.

Aerobic plates J Ho growth.

Anaerobic plates; Colonies snail, opaque, entire, convex,

smooth; browniah pigment forred.

Smi-Golid agar in vials; Growth diffuse, spreading through

the medium.

Solid agar stabs; Weak growth at bottom of stab.

Broth; Under anaerobic conditions very weak growth occasionally

occurred.

Uric acid media.

Anaerobic plates; Organism interspersed through colony-like

concretions of crystals.

Semi-solid agar in vials s diffusa growth.

ffuclapprotein or Nucleic acid media

f«®i-soli& agar in vials} Diffuse growth.

Other media.

Anaerobic or aerobic conditions| Ho growth.

GroTith requirements.

She organism shows a specific requirement for

some -onioiom component of yeast autolysate which could not be

provided by Yeastrel, soil extract or tomato juice. fhe

organism has a further requirement of an unknown nature which

was/
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was not provided by the media employed so as to permit of

serial transfer. The extremely fastidious nature of this

organism has so far made it impossible to study its physiolog-

jical characteristics and functions.

Oxygen requirements.

The organism is a strict anaerobe. Growth in

the present of oxygen never occurred. The addition of a

reducing agent to the medium enhanced groxrth.

Carbon dioxide requirements

An increased COg tension was not essential,
but appeared to enhance growth.

Temperature requirements

The organism grew equally 'sell at lo° or 35°.

Taxonomlc position of bacterold occurring in the coeloaic
fluid of earthworms.

Because of the extremely fastidious nature of

this organism it was not possible to obtain growth after two

transfers on artificial media. Until further information can

be procured it will not be possible to relate it to other described

species. It seems likely, however, that this organism

represents a type of bacterial syablont specifically related to

members of the Oligochaeta.

Lewis and Rettger (1940) review the taxonoiaic

position of the genus Bacteroldes and Lewis, Bedell and Rettger

(1940) investigated the growth requirements of a number of

Bacteroides strains. the morphological characteristics of the

organisms of the worm eoelora, namely, Gram-negative, non-

sporulating/
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sporulating, non-motile, non-capsulated rods occurring singly

and occasionally in pairs, the complex growth requirements

shorn by the organism, the fact that it is an obligate anaerobe,

and the fact that Bacteroides have seldom been observed outside

of the animal body would suggest that a possible relationship

exists between the organisms of the coelora and the genus

Bacteroides*

She difficulty in obtaining adequate methods

for the isolation and cultivation of the microsymbionts

associated with insects and ticks has been emphasised by

Steinhaus (1947). The work of Glaser and Crier with respect

to the cultivation of the bacterial symbiont of the cockroach

has been discussed previously. Webb (1940) attempted to cultivate

the intracellular symbiont of Triatona rubrofasciata without

success although he could infect small laboratory animals with

the organism. These two cases may be considered typical of

many unsuccessful attempts, to establish conclusively the exact

nature of many bacterial symbionts.

Organism of streptococcal morphology isolated from the coelomlc
fluid of the earthworm.

During the course of these investigations it

was found that a streptococcus-like organism occurred in a

number of platings and semi-solid agar cultures of the coelomic

fluid. It was originally considered to be a contajalnant but

its reappearance as the only organism developing from the

coelora other than the Gram-negative rod suggested that it occurred

in coelora in small numbers which periodically increased. It

mever developed from dilutions higher than 1/100,000. It was

found/
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found, capable of developing In tomato agar while the Gram-negative

rod failed to grow in tomato agar.

From tomato agar plates twelve colonies were

transferred to King and Rettger's semi-solid medium. Each of

these cultures was replated twice in order to ensure pure

cultures. She following is a description of the organism.

Morphology

Chains of regular cooci. She chains vary in

length. Occasionally irregular forms appear in which the cells

tend to elongate and become larger. The organism is non-motile

and endospores were not observed.

Gram reaction.

Chains of regular cocci Gram-negative.

Irregular forms Gram-positive.

King and Rettger's medium.

Aerobic plates: No growth occurred until the organism had been

grown for many generations on artificial media.

Colonies were then pin-point with sparse growth).

Anaerobic plates: Colonies small, opaque, yellowish to white,

entire, convex, granular.

Semi-solid stab inoculation: profuse growth of small punctiform

colonies along the stab which later became joined

by veil-like processes which spread along the

bottom of the tube and up the sides between the

glass and agar.

Solid agar stabs: Meagre growth along stab to within a few cm.

of the surface of agar.

Broth (aerobic and anaerobic): No growth for several days;

thai/
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then suddenly profuse growth occurred from the

"bottom t4xich spread along the walls of the tube

with the formation of comet-like processes.

Under aerobic conditions the resazurin indic¬

ator became oxidized and then became reduced

with the occurrence of growth.

Tomato broth and agar.

Growth similar to that observed in King and

Rettgor' s medium.

Nutrient broth and agar.

No growth.

After 10 days' incubation a faint trace of

growth appeared along the stab. Growth did

not increase and no liquefaction occurred.

Acid formed, litmus reduced, no coagulation,

no gas.

Litmus milk with irmnail in medium.

Acid formed, litmus reduced, solid soft curd,

very slight gas formation which was probably

due to an interaction between the acid and

iron.

Arginine Medium (Riven, Smiley and Sherman, 1942)•

Bead like colonies developed in the bottom of

the tube at both 20° and 35° after 24 hr.

incubation. A veiy sll^it trace of ammonia

occurred after 40 hr. at both temperatures.

The ammonia content did not seem to increase

with further incubation.

Growth /

Gelatin.

Litmus milk
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G»o»th requirements.

Hutrient agar, Topping's medium and soil extract

medium ware unable to support growth. With the

addition of either tomato jt&ce or yeast auto¬

lysate growth occurred In these media# The

addition of yeast autolysate or tomato juice

to gelatin enhanced growth hut without lique¬

faction. As the organism failed to grow in the

absence of tomato j&ice or yeast autolysate it

was not possible to determine the carbon sources

which the organism could utilize as a source

of energy.

Temperature requirements#

Growth occurred in tomato broth anc^-itmus milk

at 16° . One series in the same media devel¬

oped in aa incubator at 45°. aeries

failed to grow in a 45° water bath suggesting

that the maximum temperature for growth is about

45°. The organism grew equally well at 20°

and 35°.

Ozygen requirements

The organism originally failed to grow unless

anaerobic conditions were provided. After

repeated transfers, however, the organism became

adapted to aerobic conditions and weak growth

occurred on slopes of King and Rettger's agar

and tomato agar when incubated aerobically. Ingll

cases much more vigorous growth occurred under

anaerobic conditions*

Carbon dioxide requirements.

An/
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Carbon dioxide requirements.

An increased CO2 tension did not appear to

influence the growth of the organism.

Taxononlc position of the streptococcal form occurring in
the coelonlc fluid of the earthworm.

As in the case of the rod form there is not

sufficient inforaation to classify this organism. The Gram-

negative reaction of the organism would, under the classification

of Prevot (1933) which was adopted by Sergey (I94S), suggest

that it should be placed in the genus Yeillonella of the family

Neisseriaceae. The growth of the organism in chains is,

however, more typical of the genus Streptococcus than

Veillonella. The change from an obligate anaerobe to a

faculative anaerobe on subculturing which occurred with this

organism has been reported by Prevot as occurring with

Streptococcus evolutus.

DISCUSSION.

Microscopical examination of the coelomic fluid

has confirmed the tniversal occurrence of bacteria-like structures

in a number of members of the Lnmbricldeat. The evidence

obtained from different staining methods strongly suggested that

some at least of these structures were bacterial cells. After

many unsuccessful attempts a method was found by which an

Organism, which appeared morphologically siMlar to the

structures in the coelomic fluid, could be consistently isolated.

This/
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Shis organism showed no relationship to organisms whieh had

previously been reported as having "been isolated from the

coelomie fluid of earthworms. Lim Boon I®g (1895) isolated

several types of "bacteria using gelatin plates. Pandasis (1931)

and Oianfurarl and Canton! (1936) isolated different organism

by inoculating nutrient "broth or streaking nutrient agar

slopes. The fact that these organisms grew rapidly on simple

media under aerobic conditions proves them to he entirely

dissimilar to the obligate anaerobe with extremely complex growth

requirements #iich was isolated in the present investigation.

She fact that organisms failed to develop on a wide variety of media

tdien the plates were incubated aerobically may be considered to offer

fairly conclusive evidence that any aerobic organism developing

from the coelomic fluid represents a contaminant, fhe methods

employed by Pandas!s and Gianfurari and Canton! to isolate their

organisms are obviously extremely unreliable.

As well as the Gram-negative anaerobic rod a

Gram-negative streptococcal-like organism was isolated from the
coelomic fluid on a number of occasions. Its repeated occurence

and distinctive characters suggest that it, too, represents a

syrabiont of the earthworm which, occurs in much lower numbers

than the rod form.

It was considered that a symbiotic relationship

possibly existed between the rod and the streptococcus. This

was tested by sterilising broth cultures of the streptococcus

by Seitz filtration and incorporating them in sterile ling and

Eettger's medium. Shis medium was then inoculated from

cultures of the rod. Stimulation of growth failed to occur.

She inoculation of cultures of the rod with the streptococcus

failed/
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failed to produce a stimulation in the growth of the rod,

although the streptococcus grew well. Jfeere did not appear

to "be an interaction "between the two organisms.

She constant occurrence of these two organisms

in the coelomic fluid and the failure of the amoebocytes to

destroy them, while other types of bacteria, which may enter

the coelomic cavity through the nephridia and dorsal pores,

fail to persist (Kwg, 1895; Cameron, 1932). strongly suggests

that some symbiotic relationship ei&sts between these tiro

organisms and the earthworm. She nature of this relationship

has not been established, but the apparent ability of the rod

to utilise uric acid indicates an Interesting approach for

future investigation. Before such an investigation can be

made, however, it will be necessary to establish more fully the

growth requirements of the organisms.

For many years the essential nature of the

coelomic bacteroids has been debated. Swo schools of thought

have developed, one that they are bacteria and the other that

they are crystals of various substances. While this inves¬

tigation lias shown that soras.at least, of the structures

appearing in the coelomic fluid are bacteria, it is felt that

others may well be/biaaiaatevinclusions.
She conclusions drawn by previous workers have

been conditioned by their methods of studying these structures

and the failure to cultivate the bacteria present in the coelon.
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Bie effect of earthworms on soil fertility and

on physical and chemical transformations in the soil lias been

studied by numerous workers. It has frequently been suggested

that earthworms influence the nature of the soil microflora but

there is very little information available as to the quantitative

and qualitative changes which actually occur in the worm pit or

In the soil in which the worn is living.

Jensen (I89S) reported that denitrifying bacteria

were destroyed during passage through the worm gut.

Bassalik (I3I3) concluded that the microflora of

the worm gut, worm cast.? and the soil were qualitatively similar,

He found that in two soils the numbers of bacteria in worm casts

were greater than in the soil and that with on® soil a marked

increase in numbers occurred in the gut. Unfortunately, his

methods of sampling and the single comparisons of bacterial

numbers do not provide reliable information.

StBckli (1928) found that similar types of bactetta

occurred in worm casts and in the soil and the physiological

groups studied occurred in greater numbers in the cast than in

the soil. He found that the bacterial population of the worm

casts increased during the first five days following excretion.

Day (1950) found that after a worm had been 1 to

3 days in a soil the casts produced by the nona did not indicate

any striking differences in the bacterial numbers present in the

soil and in the cast. It may be considered , however, that the

period/



period for which the worm was allowed to remain in the soil was

not sufficient to permit the development of a specific flora in

the gut, and that his sampling method was not adequate. He

found that Bacillus cereus aycoldes showed some reduction in humbers

during passage through the worm gut and considered this to "be

due to the destruction of vegetative cells while the spores

survived. Serratla mrareescens was destroyed, apparently by the

action of the pharyngeal secretion, Nitrifying bacteria did not

appear to be effected by passage through the worn gut.

Dawson (1347) found that a decrease in the

bacterial content of aggregates removed from the intestinal

tract of the earthworm compared to aggregates formed by

excreted casts said worm-free soil took place in the presence and

absence of added organic matter. He considers that the

ingestion of soil by the earthworm results in a decrease of the

bactrial content of the eaten soil. He further states that

after excretion, the number of bacteria in the excreted aggregates

increases, in some instances surpassing that of the aggregates

from worm-free soil. Ho significant differences ware reported

for the number of fungi found in aggregates from the worm

intestines, excreted casts rand wojsn free soil, although the gut

contents gave lower counts.

She paucity of information available as to the

quantitative effect of earthworms on the bacterial flora indicated

that preliminary quantitative studies should be conducted.

qkkerW
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G3J3EAL LCSEKOBS.

Soil sampling.

She soil samples used in all quantitative

studies were obtained by the following method:

She surface layer of the soil ms removed. A

large sample was then taken to a depth of about 6 to B inches

from the cleared area. Shis sample was passed through a 3 nan.

sieve and the 3 jam. fraction air dried. After the sample was

dried it was mixed thoroughly by quartering. The mixed, air

dried sample was stored in large covered jars which permitted

the ingress and egress of air, VJhen a sample was required for

a specific purpose a quantity of soil, greatly in excess of the

requirements, was removed from the jars. This sample was again

thoroughly mixed sand the required weight of soil obtained by

random sampling of the entire sample with a scoop spatulla.

Method for plating soil.

Dilutions were made from a 10 g. sample which

was shaken for 5 in 100.0 ml. of sterile water in a sterile

stoppered bottle. The succeeding dilutions were made by adding

1 ml. of the previous dilution to 9 ml. of sterile water in a

sterile tube or by adding 10 ml. to 90 ml. in a stoppered bottle.

Each dilution was thoroughly mixed by agitation before the next

dilution was prepared. A fresh, sterile pipette was used for

each dilution. One ml. quantities of the required dilution were

added to sterile Petri plates and about 10 ml. of liquid agar

at 45° was immediately added and thoroughly mixed with the

inoculum, /
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inoculum. Dilutions of 1/100,000? 1/200,000; 1/1,000,000?

1/2,000,OCX), and 1/10,000,000 were usually U3ed in platings.

for quantitative work not less than four, and

frequently five plates were poured from each dilution.

Platings were made as soon as possible after the

preparation of the dilutions.

Media.

Soil SSstraet? Soil extract was prepared by sutoclaving 1 Kg.

of garden soil it 1 1. of tap water for 30 uin. at 15 lb.

pressure. 4 small quantity of CaSO^ was added to the hot
soil suspension and the soil extract obtained by filtering

through paper by suction. The filtrate was made up to 1 1.,

0.1$ w/v KgKFC^ added and adjusted to pH 6.8.
Soil extract agar: 1«9$ w/v agar was added to soil extract.

Topping*s agar: 0.25$ w/v Bacto peptone? 0.25$ w/v Bacto

yeast extract? 1.5$ w/v agar.
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fhe use of normal methods for a quantitative

comparison of the Biicroflora of the different sections of the

earthward gut with that of the soil would introduce an experi¬

mental error of such a magnitude that the value of the final

eomparlson would be dubious. It was apparent that a method

must be evolved which wouldnot require weighed samples from the

earthworm1 s gut. It was considered that if it could be established

that bacterial spores passed through the earthworm gut unchanged,

then a comparison between the number of spore-forming bacteria in

different sections of the gut in relation to the number of bacteria

in the same section developing on total count plates would relate

the microflora of the gut to that of the soil originally ingested.

Preliminary investigations were conducted to establish a heat

treatment of the soils used which would successfully destroy

all vegetative cells without destroying any of the bacterial

spores present. Hien a satisfactory time-temperature relationship

had been established a comparison was made between the spore

counts of fresh earthworm casts and the soil in which the worms

were living.

Methods.

Soil suspensions of suitable dilutions were treated by placing the

dilution tubes in a hot water bath held at a controlled temperature .

2Jhe bath was equipped with a mechanical stirring devise. It

was ascertained that the contents of the dilution tubes readied

the temperature of the bath within a period of 3 mln. It was

decided to leave the tubes in the bath for a total period of

1C min. She tubes were cooled immediately after the heat

treatment/
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treatment by placing then in cold water* 2*ie required number

of plates was inoculated from each dilution. Topping1s agar

medium was used throughout the preliminary experiments. Fresh

worm casts were obtained by the method previously described.

The inoculated plates were incubated for 14 days at 25° and.

counted. All figures are given as millions of colonies per g.

of oven-dtied soil.

Effect of various heat treatments on numbers of spore-forming
bacteria.

The results obtained from four series of platings

are given in Table 1. It is indicated that there is no decrease

in the spore count until a temperature of 75° hai bean exceeded.

gjple 1.

Bacterial numbers in millions per g. of oven-dried soil after
10. nin. treatment at various temperatures.

Plating. Soil sample temperature of treatment.

6o° 650 ?o° 75° 8o°

1. Garden. 1.9 1.4 2.0 2.3

2. « 2.6 2.2 2.2 2.6

3. H 1.9 1.8 1.2

4. Worn cast of
garden soil.

2.2 2.2 1.8

In order to ensure that the colonies developing

at the lower temperatures were actually spore-forraing bacteria,

fifty colonies were picked from each of the Go0 treatments of

platings 2, 3 and 4 and transferred to slopes of the same medium.

After incubation films were prepared from the growth on the

slopes/
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slopes md ejtaatiaed microscopically. With the exception of two

cultures which proved to he micrococci all the remaining cultures

were spore-foming bacteria. 53ie micrococci were considered

to "be airborne contaminants and treatment at So0 for a period of

10 min. sufficient to destroy vegatative cells from the suspensions

examined* It was decided, therefore, that future examination of

samples for sporo-fomtorf would be made by subjecting the inocula

to a temperature of 65° for la. min., the increase of 50 to

ensure that no resistant vegetative cells would survive.

Comparison of members of bacterial spores la a soil and fresh
worm casts of the soil.

A comparison was raa&e between the number of

bacterial spores in a soil and fresh worn casts of the sane

soil after 10 min. treatment at different temperatures. The

results are tabulated in Table 2.

gable 2.

Numbers of bacterial spores in a soil and fresh worm casts of
the soil after various heat treatments in millions per g. of oven-
dried soil.

Treated at Spore-forming bacteria.
temperature of Soil Wbrra cast of soil.

6o° 1.9. 2.2

70° 1.8 2.2

8o° 1.2 1.8

The data given in Table 3, shows the relation-

sship between the numbers of bacterial spores in a soil and

fresh worm casts of that soil after 10 min. treatment at 65°.

Table 3. /
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Table

Bacterial numbers in soil and fresh worm casta of the soil after
10 min. treatment at 65° in millions per g. of oven-dried soil*

Type of soil.

Bacterial numbers.

Soli* Worm cast.

Garden 2.3 1*7
2.2 2.4
2.7 2.6
2.1 1.8
2*4 2.1

field 3-5 4*1
4*7 '•2
4.2 2.8
4*3 4.6

These results would indicate that the numbers

of bacterial spores occurring In fresh worm casts are not

glgnifleantly different from those occurring in the soil in #ilch

the mm. is living.

Comparison of total numbers of "bacteria and of bacterial spores
"in a soil "and freah worm cast's "of the soil.

A preliminary comparison was made between total

bacterial numbers in a soil aid fresh worm casts of the soil to

determine if any major alteration in the bacterial flora occurred

within the gut of the earthworm.

The results of these platings, compared with the

numbers of bacterial spores in the same soil samples after treatment

at 65° for 10 lain, is given in Table 4.

gable 4. j



Total; numbers of bacteria and bacterial spores in a soil and
fresh -soya casts of the soil in millions per g. of ov«®~&tied
soil.

. a

Soil
Bays Total numbers Spores

incubated SoiT Worm cast Soli Worm cast

Garden A 5 8.9 4*6 2.1 1.8

B 5 9.5 4.3 2.4 2.1

Field A 5 3-3.5 7.2 4.7 3.9

B 5 20.0 9.1 4.2 2.8

4 10 1S.3 10.1 4-3 4*6

B 10 26*2 22.1 3.5 4.1
I

These results indicate an apparent decrease in

the total bacterial numbers in the worm gut but suggest that

bacterial snores present in the soil pass through the gut

unchanged.

The medium used (Topping's agar), however,

appeared to favour the growth of the zymogenous flora at the

er3jen.se- Of the autochthonous. This view is suggested by the

absence in the plates of the typical small, pinpoint colonies

which commonly occur in soil platings and also by the fact that

relatively low counts were obtained from comparatively rich soils.

It was nefced that an increase in bacterial numbers appeared to

occur with the longer period of incubation. It was considered

that the worms present in the soil might add some substance to

the soil which is utilised by the bacteria present.

A comparison of the total numbers of bacterial colonies
developing on media of different composition.

The/
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ft comparison of the total nurbers of bacterial, colonies
developing on media of different opposition. ~

She fact that the medium used was not considered

to yield representative samples of the soil population made it

apparent that changes in the composition of the medium should he

investigated. Sopping (1336} found yeast extract-peptone agar

the most satisfactory of those investigated for the growth

of soil bacteria. It seemed likely that one of the

constituents now used was unsatisfactory. A comparison between

different yeast extracts and peptones, and soil extract with

and without added yeast extract was made. ©re media used had

the following compositions:

1. Bacto peptone, 0.23m w/vj Baeto yeast extract, 0.235 w/v;

agar, 1,% w/v.

2. Strmil peptone, 0.235 w/v; Bacto yeast extract, 0.25)5 vrfvi

agar, 1.5$ w/v.

3. Svans« peptone, 0.257- w/v; Yeastral, 0.25$ w/vj agar,

1.5$ »M
4. Bacto pej>tone, 0.23- w/v{ Isastrel, 0.23' w/v; agar,1.5$ w/v.

5. Soil extract as described (p. ) and 1.5$ w/v agar.

6. As medium 5 ♦ 0*2$ Yeastrel.

Platings were made of suitable dilutions of a

soil under three differeat treatment at

1. Held soil free from worms for j$G days.

2. Held soil with worms for 30 days.

3s- -gr.cah - .

3. Fresh worm castings from worms in soil 2.

©re results of the platings are given in

fable 5.

fabl® 5* /
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Acomparisonofbacterialnumbersinmillionsperg.ofdrysoilfromdifferentsoilsindifferentmedia.

-

Wbrrafx*ee-soil

Worm

soil

Wormeast

Medium.

Plating

Plating

Plating.

1.

2.

1.

*

2*

U

2.

Bactopeptone*BactoYB
24.5

11.8

26.2

18.3

22.1

*4

Ivans'"̂f»H
30.8

lg.1

19.3

17.1

23.6

11.4

**+Ysastrel
19.6

8.3

11.0

13.8

13.0

9.8

BactoH+a
14.T

12.5

11.0

13.0

12.2

8.7

Soilextract**
33.0

23.4

31.7

29.8

21.3

18.7

nMfYeastral.
.1—

20.3

19.9

30.4

23.8

21.3

12.2

PlatesovergrownwithBacillusrycoidea.
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SSMt-Js.
(S2SS OPPOSIggj FACE).

It was suggested by these results that Yeastrel failed to

provide some factor which occurred in Bacto yeast extract or the

soil extractt or that it had an inhibitory effect. It was

apparent that either a medium containing Bacto yeast extract

or the soil extract medium would be preferable to a medium

containing Yeastrel. She soil extract medium prevented the

excessive growth of Bacillus nycoideo and other spreaders

Tsfolch occurred on the Yeast extr&ct-psptone media. It was

decided to use the soil extract medium for future platings.

gheeffect of worms on the fungal papulation of a soil.
I

Ssamination of the platings on different media4

the bacterial counts of which have been given in gable 5*

revealed the interesting fact that the fungal population of the

soil in which the worms had been living for 30 days greatly

exceeded the fungal population in either the worm cast or the

worm free soil. Comparative counts of fungi are given in

Sable 6. It may be noted that the fungal colonies all appeared

to be a similar species of Peril ci ilium.
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Fungalcoloniesinmillionsperg.ofdrysoilfromdifferentsoilsindifferentmedia. Medium.

WornfreeSoil

Wormsoil

Wormcast

Dilution
I/iq5

1M

l/lp5

Dilution
1/10*

Dilution
l/lp51/106

Plating

Plating

Plating

1. 2. 3- 4.
5. 6.

2.21.5 1.91.2 j 1.40.3 l.o1.3 1.01.1 3.41.2

39.0 42.0 50.0 40.0 46.0 55.0

32.0 36.0 33.0 29.0 40.0 47.0

0.4 0.2 0.3 0.3 0.2 0.5

C.2 0.1 0.2 0.1 0.3 0.4

2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 3.0 3.0

2.0 3.0 2.0 2.0 4.0 4.0

Media:1.Baetopeptone*BactotS 2.Elans' 3.H

f11n *Vftoatrftl.

4»Bactopeptone*Yeastrel 5,Soilextract b.b«+yeastrel.
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Table 6.
(SBE OPPOSITE PAGE).

J&caminatior, of the plates suggested that the

extraordinary increase in the fungal count in the 1/1,000,000

dilution as compered to the 1/100,000 dilution was related to

the frequency of occurrence of spreading colonies of a type

distinguishable from those of Bacillus mycolAes. In plates of

the 1/1,000,000 dilution there r:er% on the average, less than
one spreading colony per plat® ifelle in plates of the 1/100,000
dilution spreading colonies exceeded m average of twenty per

plate. Prom the results recorded and the appearance of the

plates certain spreading colonies appeared to ba antagonistic

to the fungus.

It was also observed that the type of bacteriil

colony developing on the plates from the worm soil and the worm

casts showed a marked difference in appearance to those develop¬

ing from the war® free soil. This suggested that the presence

of worms in a soil eraerted some Influence on the general nature

of the microflora of the soil.

It appeared that in the soil in which the worms

were living there was a substance which permitted the development

of the fungal population and that this substance did not occur

la the worm free Soil. The marked decrease in the number cf

fungi in the worm casts indicated that an action destructive

to fungal spores and mycelium occurred within the worm gut.

This igrees with the results given by Bay (195°) who gives counts

of the fungal population in a soil sad worm casts of the soil

which indicate a reduction of fee fungal population in the worm

casts./
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easts. An anti-fungal effect by earthworms Is also reported

by Smith, Baja Varna and Bhattacharya (1952) w&o found that the

presence of eathworms la mite roaring tubes prevented fungal

infestation.

Subsequent investigations failed to show a

marked increase in the fungal population of soils containing

earthworms. It seems likely that, in this ease, the increase

in fungi occurred through the Introduction of some extraneous

factor, possibly through the death of a worm.

In these platings (fable 5) it appears that a

reduction occurs in the bacterial population of the worm cast

at 30 days. Subsequent bacterial counts (fable 13) indicate

a marked increase in the bacterial count of the worm cast at

30 days. It is possible that the reduction in bacterial

numbers is related to the hi^tx fungal count in the worm soil

through an antibiotic effect produced by the FealclIlium

species present. fhis suggests that the bacterial flora- of the

worm gut is more sensitive to the effect of the antibiotic

the bacterial peculation of the norm soil as the bacterial

counts for both the wOrm>-free soil and the worn soil as

determined with soil extract agar closely correspond in three

separate samplings.

She bacterial and fungal counts obtained in

these samplings are compared in fable T«

W 7- /
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Table 7.

Bacterial and fungal aounts obtained on soil extract agar after
incubation of a field soil with and without worms for 30 days in
millions per g. of oven dried soil.

r""""

Sample.
Worm free soil. Worm soil.

.Bacteria Fungi Bacteria Fungi.

1. 33-0 mm 31.7 48.0

2. 23.4 29.8 40.0

3. 24.0 33.0 49

Comparative spore counts on media of different composition.

Sheeffect of soil extract medium in the

suppression of spreading colonies suggested that although

this medium gave good total Counts it might not he suitable

for counts of spore-forming bacteria. Counts of bacterial

colonies developing from iaocula which had been treated at

70° for 10 ain., on different media were compared. The

results given in liable 3 are from the same soils and with the

same media as those given in Table % The worms had, however,

been, in the soil for a period of 45 days.

Table 8. /
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fable 8.

A comparative spore count in millions per g. of oven-dried
soil on different media.

; r -

Medium.
form free
soil.

form
soil.

form
east.

Bacto peptone - Bacto Y.B. 4-3 - -

.Wans1 H m « « 3.9 *m

H H Yeast rel. 4.2 mm IN*

Bacto H m a 2.9 - -

Soil extract. 1.7 3.2 2.3

Soil extract -

. 1

Yeastrel. 1.7 3.4 3.2
J

WTMi At the dilutions used plates obtained from the worn
soil and the worm casts were so overgrown. with spread-
sing colonies that satisfactory counts could not he
obtained with the first four media.

recult 5 indicated that soil extract

medium was not satisfactory arid also that a method of preventing

the excessive growth of spreading colonies was required. It

was considered that & decrease in the peptone and yeast extract

content with an Increase in the agar content might limit the size

of the colonies developing in the medium.

She following media, were oompareds

1. Baeto peptone, Q»Xf» w/v{ Baoto yeast extract, 0.1$ w/v;

agar, 2.0$ w/v,
2. Bacto peptone, 0.23$ w/v; Ba3to yeast extract, 0.25$ w/v;

agar, !•% w/v.

3. Soil extract as described and 1.5$ w/v agar.

Platings were made from suitable dilutions

of a soil under two different treatments;

1. Field soil free from worms for 60 days.

2. Field/
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2. Field soil containing worms for 60 days.

'Biree separate samples were taken from each soil and the

dilutions used to provide Inocula were heated to 70° for 10 sin

and four plates poured from each.

Eie results from two aeries, of platings are

given in 2?able 9.

fable 9«

A comparative spore count in millions per g, of oven-dried
soil &n different aedia.
I

Plating. Medium.
5 M

Sample.
Worm
free

vtorm
soil.

1* 1. 1. 1*8 5*9
* 2. 1.8 3.9

3- 1*4 3*2

j 2. 1. 3*2 6*4
2. 2*9 H
3* 2*1 4.8

3- l. 0.6 1.1
2. 0.8 1.1
3. 0.8 1.2

-

23* 1. 1. 1.4 5.x
2. 1.4 3.1
3- 1.0 3.1

2. 1. 2.4 6.7
2. 2.1 5.3
3. 2.1 4*1

3. 1. 1,0 1*4
2. 0.6 1*3
3* 0.S x*3

Media, t 1. Bacto rseptone 0.1)1 t Bacto ¥33 0.1$ + agar 2*0$
" ^

2. « « 0.25P r tt "0.29$ t " X*5$
3. foil extract f agar 1*0;»

ffeese remits - .dicated that aedium 2 consi*

itmtly gave a higher count than th» other two media "but it

also continued to permit an excessive growth of spreading

colonies/
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colonies which tended to negate the advantage of the higher

count. Medina 1 prevented excessive spreading hut gave a lower

count ruhile sodium 3, which was most satisfactory in preventing

the growth of spreading colonies obviously permitted only a

portion of the spore forming population to grow.

It was decided to attempt to Improve the number

of colonies developing on the soil extract plates by enriching

the medium with yeast extract and to determine if a lower

peptone content with a higher yeast extract content would give

as good results as medium 2.

Dilutions were prepared from a worsa»free ffcid

soil «nd a similar soil which, had. contained worms for 15 days.

Both soils had "been brought to 8of' of their wqter holding

capacity and incubated at room temperature.

She dilutions were heated for 10 aia. at 70°.

Plates were inoculated with, suitable dilutions and poured from

the following .media;

A, Soil extract as described; Bacto yeast extract, 0.2$ w/v;

agar 1.5$ w/v,
B. As medium A, but .Bacto yeast extract replaced by Yea*trel.

0* Baoto peptone, 0*29$ w/v; Bacto yeast ©attract, 0.2;$ w/v;

agar, l.p$ w/v.
D. Becto peptone, G.l'i w/v; Bacto yeast extract, 0.23$ w/v;

*

fflgSX , 1. W/V.
Counts were made from the i/200,000 dilution

after 14 days' incubation at 25°. The results from two series

of platings are given In fable 10.

fable 10, /
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gable 10.

A comparative spore count in millions per g, of ov«n-dried
soil on different media.

—

Plating Medium
Worm free

soil Worm soil.

1.

2.

A

3

C

3

A

3

0

3

6.0 7.3

1.6 0.7

5.7 5.0

4» ? 3*6

5-3 5.6
I

Growth 1.0
suppressed
5.0 5.7

4-3 4.0
i-

Media: A. Soil extract y 0.2/. Bneio yeast extract
B. * " t 0.2$ Yeastrel
0. 0.25$ Br-cto peptone * 0.257- Baeto .yeast extract.
D. 0.1$ " » + 0.25$ » « «

®he 1/200,000 dilution rdiieh tss used for

counting was comparatively free from spreading colonf.es and

gave counts approximately equal in numbers of colonies to

the 1/100,000 dilution which had frequent spreaders.

Although all four types of media permitted the

growth of spreading colonies medium A appeared to control

excessive growth batter than Midia 0 and B end also appeared

to give the highest counts.

As has previously been reported. Yeastrel

appeared to have a definitely inhibitory effect on the develop¬

ment of bacterial colonies. 2?h© results also suggest that

although some organ! sms require factors occurring in yeast

extract, soil extract is capable of replacing peptone.

V
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a coypahscas of xHk ayscg og ivoats ih a soil md 'his gmaanot
op a son mm. mm si5m

She effect of worms in a soil on the bacterial numbers of the
soil.

it had been indicated by the earlier experimente

that when worms were present in a soil, the bacterial numbers

in that soil increased ('Cable 4)- fhe following experiment

was conducted to determine if such was the case.

lour £€0.0 g. camples of air dried field soil

were placed in similar glass jara. She samples were brought

to 80p of their water holul&g capacity# Two jars were

designated as control & and control B. ghree worms were

added to each of the remaining two jars and the soils

designated as worn soil A ad worm soil B» fhe soils were

incubated at 20°. Duplicate samples were taken at intervale

from each of the wore soils and two aeries of dilutions

prepared at the time of each plating. $be sample designated, as

Series 1 represents a dilution of 1/1,000,000 and Series 2 a

dilution of 1/2,000,000. Dilutions were prepared by the
method previously given, and plates poured with soil extract

agar. She plates were incubated at 20° gad examined after

14 days.

gfce results are given in Sable 11 and illustrated

in Graph 1.

gable 11./
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gable II.

Bacterial nutters in millions per g. of oven-dries' soil from a
war;m free soil and a soil containing worsts.

!

Soil.
gixae-dsys.

0 2 3 4 6 7

Control A. 15.0 43.3 , ... 1 51.7 61.7

Control B. 15.0 30.0 25.8

form A Series 1 29.T
. .

51*5 68,5

Series 2 30.3 48.3
.

75*0

Wors 3 Series 1 5B.S 4*.5

Series 2. 46.7 1 43*3
— i

gfae effect, of rora slira® on tho bacterial numbers of a soil.

fhe field soil rMitSb, was used to determine the

effect of the presence of mmn was used to determine the

effect of worm slime in a soil.

She following method was used to obtain the

worm slime. A number of worms were washed and placed in cold

water for a period of £4 hr. Ttoma placed in water tend to

defecate. k number were selected which showed clearly that

their entire lower gut we.® free from casts. One of these worms

was placed in a weighed 4*5 Inch petrl plate. ghe plate was

then warmed by placing it over a 45° water bath* As the plate

became warmer the worm eauded large 'quantities of slime which

were spread over the bottom of the plate. gh® wo is was then

renewed and the eliae allowed to dry. She process me

repeated with fresh worms until approximately 0.005 S* of

slime hod been collected. A sample of fK>.0 g. of soil was

weight! out and a small portion of the sample placed la the

petri/



Graph 2

Effect of worm slime on "bacterial numbers in a soil.

•H
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petri plate. By grinding this sell against the "bottom of the

plate It was found that nearly all the dried slime could "be

collected, Shis mixture of slime and soil was then thoroughly

mixed with the reminder of the sample and the entire sample

transferred to a clean petrl plate. The sample was then "brought

to 80$ of its water holding capacity. A similar 50,0 g. sample

of the soil was placed in another petri plate, "brought to 80$
of its water holding capacity end used as the control soil.

Both soils were incubated at 20° and sampled periodically.

Dilutions were prepared by the usual method end soil extract agar

plates poured and incubated for 14 days at 20°.

'J!b,o results of this eapsriment are given in fable

12, md Illustrated in Graph 2.

fable 12.

Bacterial numbers in millions per g, of oven-dried soil from
untreated sad glim© treated soils.

Soil.
'fine-days.

0 1 4
r-nr rjjj

1

Untreated. 15.0. 4b. 2 26.6 23.3

Slime treated# 15.0 43.3 4C.C 60,0

Control soil B of the wona treatment, sad the

control soil of the slime treatment are in close agreement

and |lve typical curves for freshly wetted soil. A marked

increase in numbers occurs within 24 hr. which is followed by

a decrees® with a levelling of numbers. Control soil A of the

worm moil gives m atypical curve and cannot be considered a

representative sample. It is possible that some form of

organic/
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organic matter was accidentia Incorporated in this soli.

Both the mm treated soils ehow a marked Inert

In bacterial numbers compared with the control soil after 48 hx%

ifeobbation. fhls increase is then maintained for the duration

of the experiment. The increase i$ mot" pronounced in worn

soil A than in mm soil B vMch may, possibly, be related to

the relative activity of the msis in the two soils,

l'h© slime treated soil shews the 3me initial

Increase as the control soil but the decrease in numbers ™hich

normally follows the retting cf a soil docs not occur. fhie

suggests that v. portion of the bacterial population which is

capable of utilising the slime develops vhile the balance of

the population decreasee in numbers. '.ifhm the normal population

reaches a stable level, the slime utilising oisanisiae begin to

show as an increase in the total numbers. ®ie general level

of bacterial numbers in this phase approximates that of the

worm soil suggesting that the increased numbers occurring in a

soil containing mmn is related to the presence of won® slime.

close correlation between the bacterial

numbers la the two series of platings with the w&ra soil

(fable 11), would euggest that the sampling, and dilution tecb-

saiqueg employed. were adequate in providing representativefatmpb
of the soils.
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Bacterial numbers in a worm-free soil, a soil with worms and
fresh worn casts7

She preliminary Investigations had indicated

that marked changes in the total Bacterial count of a soil

occurred in the presence of earthworms and in the worm gut.

For this reason an experiment was designed to establish, under

carefully controlled conditions, whether or not this assumption

was justified.

A field soil was selected. The 3 fraction

of this soil was afcrdrled and divided into a number of similar

2 Kg. portions #iich were placed in covered glass jars. The

soil in each jar was brought to 60$ of its water holding capacity

as it was required. Earthworms were passed through five

portions of the soil by the method previously described. 7ihm

it had been ensured that the gut contents of the worm had been

replaced two jars of the soil were moistened. One was taken

as the contro.. or worm-free soil and to the second the conditioned

worms were added. The second was designated as the worm soil.

The soils were covered and Incubated at 20°. Samples of 10 g.

were obtained periodically by eoreing to the bottom of the jars

with a large, flamed cork borer. In order to obtain as

representative a sample as possible a number of cores were obtained

and thoroughly mixed before weiring. Samples of the worm

casts were obtained by the method previously described.

A comparison of several types of media, as

previously reported, had established that either a soil extract

medium or a soil extract medium with 0.2$ w/v Bacto yeast

extract was most satisfactory for obtaining total counts of

the bacterial population in these soils.

It /
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It was considered that over a long period of

incubation types of bacteria might develop in the worm soil

and in the worn cast which might have more complex nutritional

requirements than could be provided for by a simple soil extract

medium. On the other hand, it was considered that a medium

as non-aelective as possible should be employed in order to

permit the maximum development of the autochthonous flora of
.

the soils. A simple soil extract medium appeared most likely

to fulfil this condition. For these reasons it was decided

to conduct all platings for total counts on both the soil extract

medium and the soil extract-yeast extract medium with a

sufficient number of dilutions to examine the efficacy of the

two media.

It was also considered advisable to use a selective

medium which mi^it permit the detection of types of organisms

that would not appear at the dilution required for total counts.

For this purpose a yeast-peptone medium as devised by Topping

(I936) supplemented by the addition of 1/500,000 parts of crystal

violet was employed. It was hdped that the crystal violet

would inhibit the growth of many coryneform organisms and

aetinomyces thus permitting the development of Gram-negative

types.

Dilutions of each sample were made by the

method previously outlined and four plates of each dilution

were prepared with each medium from each of the three materials.

The plates were incubated at 20° and counted after incubation

for 14 days.

The results are given in Table 13 in millions

of bacteria per gram of oven dried soil.

A/



Table13.

Bacterialnumbersinmillionsperg.ofovendriedsoil. Soil.

———

Timeofincubationofsoilsindays.
Medium

0

1

4

6

10

14

20

30

Control

s.x.

33.6

67.9

54.6

34.3

39.2

42.0

24.0

S.S.Y.

20.5

77.0

56.0

58.1

36.4

49.7

50.8

42.0

C.V.

1.5

9.8

21.7

14.0

7.4

8.4

20.3

16.8

Worm

S.i'j.

58.8

38.5

79.8

79.8

80.5

61.6

33.0

soil

S.S.Y.

79.1

60.2

93.8

79.8

91.0

77*0

56*0

C.V.

21.0

19.6

26.6

23.8

30.8

28.0

7*7

Worm

S.E.

25.0

10.6

35.1

55*6

117.3

89*3

cast

S.B.Y.

32.0

42.6

14.8

38.6

92.0

151*3

113.1

C.V.

7.8

3*6

1.7

5.4

42.0

—

122.8

62.9

—-

Media:S.E.-Soilextractagar. S.E.Y,-Soilextract-yeastextractagar. C.V.-Topping'sagarwith1/500,000partscrystalviolet*
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Bacterial numbers in a worm-free soil, a soil containing worms
and fresh worm casts from soil extract-yeast extract plates

Time of incubation in days
l&ibroken lines- Total counts
Broken lines - Crystal violet
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Bacterial numbers in a wornwfree soil, a soil containing worms
and fresh worm casts from soil extract-yeast extract plates
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A graphical representaticn of the counts obtained

from the soil extract -yeast extract medium and the crystal violet

medium is given in Graph 3.

She counts obtained from the soil extract plates

were consistently lower than those obtained from the soil

extract-yeast extract plates. For this reason and in order to

facilitate comparison of the curves, the curves for the soil

extract platings have been omitted from the graph.

Graph 3
fable 13.

(SEE OPPOSITE PAGE).

The numbers of bacteria in the control soil

appear to follow a typical curve for an untreated soil. Both

the soil extract and soil extract-yeast extract media show a

marked increase in bacterial numbers within the 24 hr. period

following the wetting of the soil. In the case of the count

obtained from the soil extract-yeast extract plates, the

increase from 20.5 77*0 millions appears abnormally high.

This increase is, however, repeated in the worm soil where a

count of 79»1 millions occurs at 24 hr. It seems likely that

the unusually high numbers are due to the development of types

of organisms vMch fail to develop on the less complex medium.

A similar curve is followed by the bacteria developing on the

crystal violet plates although the stimulation produced by the

wetting of the soil appears to be delayed.

The total count of the worm soil follows that

of the control soil until 4 days after which a marked increase

occurs in the worm soil. These results agree with those of a

previous experiment reported in fable 11. It may be considered

that the first effects of the earthworms in the soil are shown

in/
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In th® period "between 4 a^d 6 days. She counts for the worm

soil on soil extract agar and on soil extract-yeast extract

agar show essentially similar trends. The increased numbers

obtained when yeast extract is provided are, however, more

marked in the worm soil than in the control soil. A comparison

of the numbers of colonies which appear on the total count

plates and the crystal violet plates of the control soil and

of the worm soil indicates that a greater difference occurs

in the worm soil than in the control soil. This observation

suggests that the organisms developing from the worm soil and the

control soil in the crystal violet medium represent a more

closely related population thai do those developing in the

total count plates of the same soils.

In the worm casts the initial increase in

bacterial numbers produced by the wetting of the soil, which

occurred in both the control and worm soil, did not occur.

This would suggest that the portion of the soil microflora which

is stimulated by the wetting of airdried soil does not develop

readily in the gut of the earthworm. A previous experiment

reported in Table 11 had indicated that the bacterial numbers

in fresh worm casts remained lower than those in the soil in which

the worms were living until after 10 days. A similar result

was obtained in this experiment. This occurs despite the fact

that the worm casts represent a sample of thenworm soil of not

more than 48 hr, before the sampling of the term soil. It

would appear that certain groups of bacteria are stimulated

by the presence of earthworms in a soil and that at least some

of these bacteria fail to survive passage through the worm

gut./
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gut. The increase in 'bacterial numbers in the worm cast which

fellows the 10 day incubation period suggests that a selective

action occurs within the gut so that certain bacterial types pres-

:ent in the worm noil proliferate as the others are destroyed.

She nature of the curve of bacterial numbers in the worm casts,

a3 determined from the crystal violet plates, differs greatly

from those of the other two soils. It conforms to the curve

given by the total count plates, and in the period from 10 to

30 days differs far less from the total count than in either of

the other soils. This close relationship of the numbers

obtained on aselective and on a non-selective medium would

indicate that the worm gut contains a bacterial flora different

from that of the control or worm soils.

As the large number of platings involved in

this experiment preculded the practicability of conducting it

in replicate, the possibility exists that some of the results

may have been influenced by errors in sampling. It is,

however, considered that the results are valid for the follow-

ting reasons:

In the case of the control soil, the curves

follow the typical pattern for an untreated airdried soil

after it is retted. The initially hi# bacterial numbers

obtained at 24 hr. are duplicated by the worm soil #iieh at

this stage nay be considered a rAplioate of the control soil.

A comparison of the curves for the mm soil

with those obtained in an earlier study (Graph 1) shows a

marked similarity. The initial peak in numbers was not obtained

in toe first experiment probably because no count was made at

24 hr.
In/
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In the first experiment the second peak seems

to occur earlier hut this may be due to the greater concen-

:t rati on o worms per gram of soil# poliov/ing the second peak

the same levelling off in bacterial numbers occurs in both

experiment 3 at an approximately similar level of numbers. An

increase in numbers between 5 and 10 days is also shown by the

experiment reported in Table 4«

A lower bacterial count in the worn cast than

in the worm soil up to 10 days is reported in Tables 4 and 13«

Dawson (1947) also reports counts in worm casts initially lower

but later higher than in a worm-free soil. An extract from

his results is given in Table 14.

Table 14.

numbers of bacteria in millions in excreted casts and a worn

free soil with and without added organic matter. (Dawson,1947).

Soil.
Organic matter

added.
No organic matter

added.

Aug.29 Aug.11 Aug.29.

Casts.

Worm free

55

77

131

105

29

69

81

1

B&ssalik (1912) also reports an examination

of soil, intestines and excreted casts which gave populations

of 20, 148, said 64 millions, respectively. These results

obtained by Dawson and Bassalik provide some evidence supporting

the view that the high bacterial counts obtained from the worm

casts at 20 and 30 days are valid.

numbers/



Table
15.

Percentage
of

"bacteria
capable
of

anaerobic
growth
as

estimated
by

numbers
of

colonies

developing
in

agar
shake

cultures.

Time
ofincubation

of

soil
in

days.

Control
soil.

Worm
soil.

Worm
cast.

Estimatednumbersmillions
$

Totalcount

Estimatednumbersmillions
$

Totalcount

Estimatednumbersmillions
f>

Totalcount.

0

10

50

:

.

1

100

125

100

125

10

31

4

10

16

10

17

100

232

6

100

160

100

100

100

675

10

100

270

100

125

10

26

14

100

200

100

110

10

11

20

100

200

100

128

10

7

30

—

1

2*5

«•

-

10

9
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Faabers of bacteria capable of anaerobic growth.

A prelinlnary investigation was conducted to

establish if a major alteration in the numbers of bacteria

capable of anaerobic growth occurred in a soil in the presence

of earthworms or in the passage of the soil through the worm gut.

The numbers of bacteria capable of growth in the

absence of oxygen was estimated by colony counts in deepllayers

of agar in tubes. Two tubes of the soil extract-yeast extract

medium enriched by the addition of G.2;S w/v glucose and 0.2$> w/v

peptone were inoculated from the dilutions used for the platings

previously described (p.la). The highest dilution which

pemitted the development of colonies under apparently anaerobic

conditions was used as an indication of the approximate number

of anaerobes or faculatlve anaerobes present in the soil. The

estimated numbers and the percentages of the total plate counts

that they represent are given in fable 15.

Allowing for the gross inaccuracies of this method,

it would appear that there is little or no difference between

the control and the worm soil. There doss, however, appear

to be a decrease in the incidence of bacteria capable of anaero-

:bic growth in the wom gut after 6 days. This suggests that

the bacterial population present in the worm soil which is

capable of growth under anaerobic conditions is adversely

effected when the soil is ingested by the earthworm

Table lg. /



Timeof incubation ofsoilin days.

Controlsoil

>?t—— Worm

soil

Wcria

cast

Sstimted numbers.

$fotal count.

Estimated numbers.

$Total Count.

Estimated numbers.

£fotal count.

r*

V"~"

•11w^1""

0

0.1

0.005

■

1

0.01

0.0001

1.0

0.013

1.0

0.03

4

0.01

0.0002

10.0

0.17

10.0

0.23

6

0.1

0.002

1.0

0.01

10.0

0.68

10

0.1

0.003

10.0

0.13

10.0

0.26

14

1.0

0.02

100.0

1.1

100.0

l.l

20

10.0

0.20

100.0

1.3

100.0

0.7

30

10.0

0.24

100.0

1.8

1000.01*
10.9?

CO

O

3?otalcount113million#
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Buskers of denitrifying Bacteria.

The numbers of denitrifying "bacteria present

in the three soils were estimated by inoculating three tubes

of Siltsy's medium (fred and Wakeaan, 1928) from the dilutions

used to determine the bacterial count of these soils. The

production of gas was considered indicative of the conversion

of nitrate to gaseous nitrogen. The highest dilution in which

gas appeared was used to estimate the number of denitrifying
; ■> Vi; ;

bacteria present in the sample* It is realised that an

estimation by a dilution method of this type is highly inaccurate.

It was, however, considered that any major differences in the

soils sould become apparent in which case more valid counts

could be obtained. Table l6 shows the estimated numbers and

the percentage Incidence of these bacteria compared to the

number of bacteria developing on thetotal count plates.

It is indicated by these results that no

large increase occurred in any of the soils. There is, however,

an indication that the worm soil and the worm cast contained

more organisms capable of denitrification than did the control

soil. This effect may be produced by more favourable

conditions for these organisms end.sting either in the worm gut

or in the worm soil.

Oigcussioa/

Table l6./
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Discussion and general summary.

She quantitative investigations by Bas&alik (I913)
and Stflckll (1928) while providing some interesting information

on changes which are likely to occur in a soil in the presence

of earthworms, fail to provide sufficient information to permit

a comparison of their work with subsequent ausntitativ® studies.

Day (1950) provided more adequate counts of the

bacterial population in a soil and in caafci,igs of the soil.

Sfes method of obtaining casts is, however, subject to some

criticism. Uhe worms were allowed to remain in a pot of the

soil to be studied for a period of one to three days. ®iey were

then removed and placed in a fresh pot of the same soil. She

castings which were voided were collected as quickly as possible

and used as the cast sample. The counts obtained from the casts

were compared with a sample taken from the second pot of soil.

Casts obtained in this manner would not necessarily represent

the changes produced in a soil by passage through the gut aa the

bacterial flora of the first pot might have been altered by

the worm living in it. She exact age of the oast wo\il& not be

known and even a few hours might effect the bacterial population

of the east. The removal of a cast from the surface of the soil

on which it is resting introduces the possible error that come

of the soil may be included with the cast. She results obtained

however, are extremely interesting. samples of the worm casts

and the soil were collected at different times. In seven

samples, trie bacterial population of the worm cast exceeded that

of the/
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the soil by 14.655% 56.805% 310.77?% 90.385% 340.00^, 254.295s,
end 2.955* respectively. In six cases, the bacterial population

of the worm cast was less than that of the soil by 46.905®,

71.665®, 25.475% 92.325>, 86.68$, sad 74.34$ respectively. it

was concluded from these results that the total numbers of

bacteria wore not consistently greater or lees in fresh ©sitings

of the earthworm than in the soil. It may be noted, however,

that a much more stable difference exists when the population

of the east is less than that of the soil than when it is

greater. In the present investigation, the results given in

Table 4 show a decrease in the bacterial population of the worm

cast compared with the worm soil at 5 days of 48.35% 54-75%

46.65% and 54*4$ In Table 13, the decrease at 24 hr. is 57-55%

at 4 days 26.25% and at 6 days 86.75®. It thus appears likely

that the counts obtained by Day which show greater numbers in

the worm cast than in the soil represent the introduction of

an extraneous factor such as the incubation of the worn cast or

an increase in the population of the soil in which the worms

were incubated being shown in the cast, but not in the worm-free

soil. The conclusion by Bay that the spores of Bacillus cereua

mycoideg pass through the earthworm gut unchanged while vegetative

cells are destroyed is in agreement with the remits obtained

in this investigation.

The method employed by Dawson (1947) to obtain

samples of the gut contents does not appear satisfactory. An

average sample was obtained by opening the worm end removing

alternate portions of the gut content along the entire length

of the intestinal tract. 'Vhile this method may give a figure

vhich approximates the average number of bacteria present in the

gut/
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gat, it fails to demonstrate -Aether or not the bacterial

population increases or decreases daring passage through the

gut* Direct microscopical examination has indicated that the

population increases in the lover sections of the alimentary

canal, and Day (1350) demonstrated that certain types of

"bacteria are destroyed before they reach the Intestine* Dawson

sampled worn casts "by removing then from the soil m&as which is

not satisfactory for the reasons previously stated.

Despite the inadequaciea of the stapling methods

the results reported "by BassaHk, $tfiokli, Dawson and Day are in

general agreement vdth these obtained in this investigation,

namely j

1* After an initial period the "tectorial population of a soil

in thlch worms are living exceeds that of a worm-free soil.

2. Vflieri worsts arc placed in a freshly moistened soil, the

bacterial population of their gut is at first less than that

of the soil in tsfoica they axe living and then, after a period of

some days, greatly exceeds it*

$he destruction of denitrifying bacteria, reported

by Jensen (I898), daring passage of a soil through the wont gut

was not observed in these studies.

In this work (see fable 6} and In the experiments

of Day (1950), the fungal count of a soil was found to be reduced

Aen the soil passed through the gut of an earthworm.

fhe addition of wm slime to a soil has been found

to produce an increase in the bacterial population of the soil

comparable with that obtained when worms are added to a soil.

It thus appears likely that part, at least, of the effect of earth-

jworms/
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worms la a eoll may 'be attributed to the slime they secrete.

She quantitative studies have suggested that

qualitative differences exist between the bacterial population

of a soil in which worms are living and the bacterial population

of freshly excreted worm, casts. ©is increase in bacterial

numbers which normally follows the moist sarins of an airdrisd

soil was not reflected in the counts obtained from the easts.

A large proportion of the bacterial population of the control

soil and the worm soil failed to appear on the crystal violet

medium, but the microflora of the casts did not show this

repression. There is thus evidence that some types of bacteria

multiply in the worm gut rfiile of the original soil population

ingested some portions are destroyed while others are probably

unaffected.

avt&enee has been obtained that bacterial spores

pass unchanged through the worm gut. Shis observation -should

make it possible to examine quantitatively the population of

various sections of the alimentary cansl without the necessity

of weighing the samples. 'She method could be as follows*

Total counts and spora counts would be made of the soil in which

the worm is living. The worm would be killed and the samples

obtained with a loop from various sections of the alimentary

tract; a total count and a spore count would be made on each

sample. The spore count would show the weight of soil examined

and thus the total count per gram could be calculated.



lie
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One of the moat difficult problems still facing

soil "bacteriologists is the evolution of a satisfactory method

for the classification of the autochthonous microflora of the

soil. While considerable progress has "been made in the study

of many of the more specialised, forms of soil "bacteria which are

marked "by their specific physiological activities, the failure

of the more abundant types of soil bacteria to respond to the

classical morphological cad biochemical groupings has hindered

the progress of qualitative bacteriological studies of the soil.

tothhe&d and his co-workers. West and Lochhead (1940) proposed

a system of grouping based on the growth response of soil

bacteria to three nutritional media of increasing complexity.

This nutritional grouping was expanded by Lochhead and Chase

(1945) by increasing the number of media of varying complexity

to seven. She media employed, #;ich have been vised by the

Ottawa, group.in subsequent nutritional studies, provided the

following groupings of soil bacterial

1. Those that are capable of growth in a simple, basal medium

containing mineral salts, and glucose aid nitrate as the only

sources of carbon and nitrogen.

2. Ihose that are capable of growth on the adcition of ten

amine acids to the basal medium.

3» Those capable of growth when cysteine and seven growth factors

are added to the basal medium.

4» Those/

An approach to this problem has been made by
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4* ©lose that require the addition to the hasal medium of "both

the amino acids and growth factors.

5* © ose that retire the addition of yeast extract to the

"basal medium.

6. Those that require the addition of soil extract to the

"basal medium.

7. Those that require the addition to the basal medium of

both yeast and soil extracts.

These nutritional groupings have provided the

means of investigating a number of soil problems amongst which

may be mentioned studies of the rhi sosphere effect by West .and

Lochhead (194$) and Xiochhead and Thexten (1947)* seasonal

and manurial effects by Katznelson and 0ha.se (1944); the

influence of cropping on the bacterial flora of the soil by

Wallace sad lochhead (1948), etc.
Some objections have been raised to this system

because of tie media used "by Lodihead and his associates*

Many bacteria are capable of utilising inorganic ammonium salts

as their source of nitrogen, but are unable to obtain their

nitrogen requirements from nitrate* Because of this, many

bacteria which should be placed in the simplest group may be

relegated to a group requiring more complex media (Taylor, 1951).

The use of heat sterilised glucose may also be questioned since

it is known to be inhibitive to several types of bacteria which

are capable of utilising glucose sterilised by filtration. A

nutritional classification based on a single test of the growth

requirements of an. organism say also be criticised. The

original inoculum may carry sufficient growth factors to

initiate a growth response which would not occur in subsequent

transfers to the same medium.

Despite/
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Despite these objections tfos usefulness of the

nutritional system of grouping soil bacteria can not bo denied.

Loehhead (1952) states: "It should he emphasised that any

procedure for the nutritional classification of soil bacteria

"is an arbitrary system, and the grouping of orgaalsas studied

"depends upon the observance of ® rigid set of conditions with

"respect to the number aud composition of the differential media,

"the time and temperature of incubation and the manner of

"assessing the growth response."

Materials and .methods.

fros the soil extract-yeast extract plates cad

the crystal violet plates used for counts of bacterial numbers

in the w»»fw« soil, the worm soil and the worst casts, reported

in the previous section (pp. ), cultures ware isolated sad

grouped according to their nutritional requirements. She

plates were incubated for approximately 21 days at 20° before

colonies were transferred to slopes of soil extract-yeast extract

.agar enriched, by fee addition of 0,8$ w/v Baeto peptone and

0,2$ w/v glucose.

Colonies were systematically picked so that all

the colonies on opposite sectors of a plate were included. A

total of 36 colonies were picked fmm each plating. The

platings at 24 hr. end at 10, 20 and 30 days were chosen as

being likely to show the change® which occurred in the soils
and the worm casts. In all 864 isolations were made.

The slope cultures were incubated at 20° gad

examined every 24 hr. until visible growth occurred. At this

time each isolate was transferred by loop inoculation into the

following/
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following media:

X. Basal medium consi sting of glucose, 0.1# 5 K^PO^, 0.1#!
BHOj, 0.03#; nga04, O.C2#j CaOlg, 0.01#! HaCl, 0,01#. tfeCl-j,
0.001#! distilled water, 1 X. The medium vt&s heated to 100°,
filtered md adjusted to pH 8.8.

2. Amino acid medium consisted of the basal Medium plus 0.5#

Baeto vitamin-free casaraino acids.

3* Oro^'th factor medium consisted of ?50.0 ml. uasal medium.

250.0 Ell. soil extract: 0*1# Bacto yeast extract.

All percentages are w/v. In order to prevent any

possible audition of growth factors to the basal and amino acid

media all glassware involved in their preparation., and also

the test tubes used, mr@ soaked overnight in clearning solution

and thoroughly rinsed in tap and distilled water.

She nutritional classification was Based on the

use of modified forma of the three nutritional media originally-

employed By feet aid Lochhead (1946) rather than the more

comprehensive media of Lochhead and Chase (1943), as

considered that these three media -would indicate any major

changes in the 'bacterial populations to he studied. The

necessity of combining the nutritional studies with the

quantitative studies previously reported (pp.H-1 % also mad®

it impracticable for a single worker to do the work entailed

in the employment of seven nutritional media.

She cultures mro incubated at 30° and examined

for growth after 24 hr., 3 days, 7 days and 14 days. Growth

response in the nutritional media was determined by the method

given by West and Lochhead (1940). Bach Isolate was considered

separately and the tube showing the heaviest growth was assigned

a/
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a turbiftity value of 4* Other cultures of the same organism

were rated by comparison. Slight differences in growth were

not considered significant#

Nutritional groups.

On the basis of their growth response in the

three media all the organisms studied fell into one of the

following five major nutritional divisions.

1# Bacteria 'with simple reauirements.

These bacteria are capable of a maximal develop¬

ment in the basal medium. Their growth is not signifleantly

Improved by the addition of more complex nutrients.

2. Bacteria. which reaui re &. mixture of amino acids,

Biess® organisms are capable of obtaining all their

growth requirements from the a;;?.no aeMe present in the vitamin

free casaalno acids provided. They showed no significant

stimulation by the provision of growth factors. They are

incapable of growth in the basal sodium or develop slowly at

a subrsfcxinal rate.

3# Bacteria which require growth factors.

These bacteria produce n&xxziim growth only in

the growth factor medium. In the great majority of cases

they show no growth in either the basal or the amino acid

medium.

4* Bacteria with undefined requirement s«

These bacteria fail to grow on the coil extract

slopes, or if developing on the soil extract slopes fall to

grow in any of the nutritional media.

5» Bacteria Inhibited by amino acids.

A/
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Percentageincidenceofmajornutritionalgroups(36isolationsfromeachplating; f

•3

fe

1

Controlsoil.

iform

soil

Wormcast.

ftroim.

£

fT

a

1

.10

20

30

,3.

10

ceo

30

1

10

.20

,30

X.

JIT

14

S22

19

14

8

22

14

22

14

11

17

H

GV

IT

33

28

3

41

25

28

86

8

31

19

36

2«?

31'

31

14

19

39

V

17

55

8

14

19

17

72

CY

22

C

17

17

6

41

3^

11

33

2l1

25

53

3«

ST

25

44

31

?

47

31

19

52

33

58

64

8

GY

17

39

-1,.>-'■

44

a

22

17

33

3

22

33

52

6

4*

Si'

22

8

14

8

8

22

8

8

17

3 3

3

3

1 1'

GY

41

6

8

8

17

6

3

0

33

3

0

5.

ST

3

3

11

*

0

8

3

0

6

0

0

0

CY

.

3

IT

3

14

0

r-

0

0

3

0

0

0

Media:ST«Soilextract-yeastextractat.of* CiVaTopping*&agar+1/500,000partsvryatalviolet*
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A small group of the bacteria isolated failed

to grow or are severely inhibit ed in the amino acid medium but

are capable of good growth in both the basal and growth factor

media. Subsequent examination indicated that many of these

organisms are Incapable of development on nutrient agar slopes

or in glucose peptone agar stabs. They also failed to develop

in glucose peptone broth. Organisms of this type were reported

by West fad Boehhead (1340).

Sxperimeatal results.

The percentage incidence of each of these major

nutritional groups is given, in Table 17. The percentages are

calculated on the basis of the thirty-six isolations made from

each plating. The few aetino •-aycetes ?Mch were isolated have

been eliminated as the type of growth which they showed in the

solutions did not permit of satisfactory evaluation. The

capability of bacteria to grow in the basal medium was judged

from several successive readings. some organisms showed an

equal growth response at 24 hr. or 3 days in all media but by

7 days showed suhmaximal growth in the basal medium. It was

considered that the initially good growth was sufficient to justify

placing- these organisms in group 1 since the subsequent

increased growth in th^feiino acid or growth factor medium seemed

to be conditioned merely by a larger supply of nutrients.

It appears that the percentage incidence of

group 1 organisms isolated from the non-selective total count

plates is essentially similar in the control soil, the worm

soil and the worm casts. Ho major fluctuations occur and the

group represents a fairly stable proportion of the bacterial

populations/
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of groups 2 and 3. Fluctuations in the bacterial equilibria; oJ

the control soil, the worm soil and worn casts as determined lay

the non-selective total count aediuui appeared to be less

pronounced than those shown by the crystal violet agar. This

observation suggests feat tha dominant organisms in the soil are

not as susceptible to changes in fee environment as are certain

minority groups. numerical changes in the nutritional groups

have been found to be associated with the presence of earthworms,

but a reliable generalisation on tills question does not appear to

be possible on the basis of the evidence so far secured.

MCIIUIAL/
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JACT/fllAL BAhMCB IBBBX.

The use of the three nutritional media permitted

a study cf the changes in the ulcrcbiologicaleguilibrlwm of the

control soil, the worm soil and rorsi easts by the application

cf the "bacterial balance index" as calculated by West and

iochhead (1940)*

West and Lcehhead found that la every soil

investigatfed a balance existed between two general nutritional

groups of bacteria. Que group was capable of rapid growth in

a simple mineral salts-glucose-nltrate jaediust^bile the otiter

group was dependent for its development on adequate supplies

of specific amino acids or growth factors. If one group increased

through favourable conditions then the proportion of the other

group fell. 'fhe bacterial balance index is a numerical expression

of this microbiological equilibrium. The. percentage of bacteria

capable of maximum growth in the basal medium is assigned a

negative value. The percentage of bacteria requiring more

complex media for growth is assigned a positive value. The

sum of these two values is designated as the bacterial balance

index.

The value of the bacterial balance index as a

neons of demonstrating changes in the microbiological equilibrium

of a soil has been shown by West and Loehhead (1,940) and by studies

in relation to the incidence of certain soil-borne plant diseases

by FiIdebrand and West (I34.I), Katsnelson and, Richardson (IS48)

and Roust t and Atkinson (195°)'

It was considered that an application of the bacter¬

id balance index to the bacterial floras? of a worra-free soil

a/
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msrm&x

IKBBX.

.Soil,
•

Medium

Bays

incubation.

1

1<
0

20

L

?

0

.

Meth.l
Meth.2

.

Mettul
M®th,2
|

Math,
2

I

Meth.l
Math.2

Control
SY

42

64

P

38

28

42

66

74

soil

CV

36

?T

5

11

39

47

63

71

3Y

80

88

36

58

75

83

49

57
1

soil

61

64

t

CV

14

31

25

31

11

11

WOrss

Sf

28

45

80

88

72

75

72

75
|

cast

CT
'

•

33

1

66

39

47

69
1

72T—
H4

69
'

69

Media:
St
«

Soil

extract-yeast
extract
agar.

CV
-

Topping*
s

agar
T

1/500,000
parts
crystal
violet
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a soil containing warms and worm easts would aid greatly In

showing if .any lysjor changes occurred la the microbiological

fquiMfexiu® of these soils.

Method.

The "bacterial balance indices were calculated

from the growth response in the nutritional media after 7 days'

incubation at 20°, These readings were selected arbitrarily

for the reasons given by Loclihcad (1952). They differ slightly

from the values found for the nutritional groupings shore the

growth response was judged from successive readings as had been

reported previously (p-^d)

She index was calculateed by two methods. Firstly,

by the method employed by lest end Lochhead (1940). This method

assigns a negative value to the percentage of bacteria which

show maximum growth in the basal medium. Those that are unable

to grow in the basal medium bat show maximum growth in the

amino acid medium or the growth factor medium are given a

positive value. The percentage of bacteria which rfievr submarinel

growth in the basal, medium is not cansidared nor are those which

failed to survive original isolation. She second method is similar

to the first but modified to include the percentage of organ!eras

which failed to survive original isolation by assigning it a positive

value. It say fee noted that the two methods gave similar results

but the index as calculated by the second method was higher.

This suggests that a fairly constant relationship Is maintained

between group 4 organisms and those which are unable to develop

in the basal medium but are capable of growth in more complex media.

Results./
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Percentage
incidence
of

group
2

organisms
and
the

"bacterial
balance

index
in

the
worm
soil.

V

.

Total
count
plates

Crystal
viSlet
plates

Incubationperiod
dayst
2

srp.2
<

B.B.I.

*

sxv.Z

B.B.I.

Meth.l

Meth.2
S

Meth.l
Meth.2

1

33

8o

88

6

14

31

10

17

3
6

58

41

25

31

20

55

75

83

36

6l

64

30
--

8

49

57

11

.

11

L,

11
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Hesuit 6

She calculated bacterial balance indices are

given in Table 18 and represented graphically In Graphs 4, 5,
.

o and J. The curves for the control soil appear to be typical

of a soil which has been dried and then, remoistened. The tend.-

:ency for an untreated soil to show an increased bacterial

balance index on holding has been reported by Katznelson and

Bichardson (1943) ^ Katznelson and Chase (1944)»

The worm soil showed an unstable equilibrium,

thus indicating that changes occurred in the composition of

the bacterial population during the course of the experiment.

In the worm soil organisms of group 2 had a notable effect on

the level of the balance index. This is brought out by the

figures given in Table 13,

Table 19
(3SB OPPOSITE PA0S).

It has already been reported (Table 12) that the addition of

worm slime to a soil increased the bacterial numbers in the

soil. X&tssnelson and Chase (1944) have reported that the

quantity of carbohydrate added to a soil effects the level of

the bacterial index. It seems possible that fluctuations in

quantity of worn slime would lead to variations in the balance

index.

The worm casts, unlike the sell In which the

worms are living, shows a relatively stable bacterial equilibrium.

This may be taken as evidence that the bacterial population of

soil is appreciably altered in composition during the passage

of the/

the
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I

-of th© material through the alimentary tract of the animal.

fhe figure3 in fable 13 show that the counts on

soil extract-yeast extract agar are higher than those oa soil
• • '

,

extract agar. fhe difference is least noticeable in the control

soil and most noticeable in the mm casts. It may be noted
.

that -when the bacterial balance index is hi#, indicating a

incidence of organisms with complex growth requirementst the differ-

sence ia counts obtained fro-: the two media is relatively large.

Shis evidence suggests the use of the yeast extract medium in

future work.

fhs possibility that the changes ia the bact©rial
.

balance Index of those soils are attributable to limitations

of the sampling method has been considered. -ihilo such a
'

*

possibility cannot be entirely dismissed, the ■'uniform trends

indicated by the bacterial counts, thr typical, results obtained

frost the control soil and ,321 earlier teat of the sampling

technique (fable 11) would suggest that representative samples

had been obtained.
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ADDITIONAL IITVBSTIGATIOHS OP SHE BACT JKIA I S0IAT3D FROM MOHM-
ffHBE Am? TORI.! SOIL AND FROM TORH CASTS.

Lochhead and Chase (1943) report that the ability

of bacteria to reduce nitrates, liquefy gelatine, or produce acid

in glucose does not appear to be associated with the nutritional

requirements of the organisms. They also fcrund that there is

no clear correlation of morphology with nutritional needs.

Nevertheless, it was considered desirable to discover some

additional characters of the organisms that occurred with the

greatest frequency in the worm gut and the worm soil.

Materials and methods.

The slope cultures obtained from the colonies

picked from the platings of the control soil, worm soil and

worm casts (p.T*- ) were examined every 24 hr. until visible

growth appeared. At this time, the motility of the organism

was determined by the hanging drop method and a film was prepared

and stained by Gram's method.

If the stained film showed a Gram-positive

organism, or a coryneform type, or if spore formation was

suspected fresh films were prepared after a further 6 days'

incubation. litmus milk and glucose-peptone broth

consisting of glucose, 0.5$ w/v; Bacto peptone, 1.0$ w/v; brom

thymos blue, 0.001$ v/v of a 1.6$ solution and containing a

fermentation tube, were inoculated from each culture.

The cultures were incubated at 20° and examined

after 24 hr. ,3days, 7 days and 14 days. Further examinations

of the litmus milk cultures were made at 21 days, 30 days and

60 days.
At/
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At a later date a proportion of the strains

were transferred to other media as will he subsequently reported,

General results.

It was found to be impossible, with the limited

Information obtained, to devise a grouping which could be

applied satisfactorily to all the cultures. nevertheless,

among the Gram-negative rods several compact groups could

be recognised owing to the similarity in each of the morpho-

jlogical, physiological and nutritional characters. Since

these groups appeared to have made an important contribution

in distinguishing the bacterial populations of the control

soil, the worm soil and the worm casts, they will be described

here in so far as their characters were determined.

Groups of Gram-negative rods.

1. Coliform group.

In this group were placed the motile, Gram-

negative rods which proliferated rapidly on agar media, pro-

:duced acid and gas from glucose and an acid reaction in litmus

milk. All cultures grew well in the mineral salts-glucose-

nitrate solution. Ten of the organisms were tested and found

to give a negative Voices-Proskauer reaction.

2. Pseudononads and related types.

Here are included strains of motile, Gram-negative

rods which multiplied rapidly on agar media and in the mineral

salts-glucose-nitrate solution. A proportion of the cultures

produced a soluble fluorescent pigment in one or more of the

media/
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media employed. All of the cultures showed, at least slight acid

production as determined by the brora-thymo1-blue indicator in

the glucose broth. The strains varied in their proteolytic

action on litmus milk.

3. Non-motile rods with yellow growths.

Abundant yellow growth appeared on soil extract-
'

yeast extract agar and on nutrient agar. In glucose broth

the organisms produced an alkaline reaction of a weak acidity

as determined by the brora-thynol-blue indicator. All strains

were proteolytic and produced an alkaline reaction and ropiness

in litmus milk. The organisms failed to grow in the mineral

salts-glucose-nitrate solution but grew well in the amino acid

and growth factor media.

4* Motile rods with yellow growths.
••

. , *-

This group contains motile organisms which

produce abundant yellow growths on agar media. All strains

give an alkaline reaction in glucose broth and litmus milk.

The milk is digested and becomes ropy. The organisms fail to

develop in the basal nutritional medium but grow well in both

the amino acid and growth factor mfedia.

\ A : •

5. Organisms with undetermined growth requirements.

This series of organisms showed only an extremely

thin growth on the soil extract-yeast extract slopes after 7 to

14 days* incubation. The only other media in which macroscopic

evidence of growth was secured was the growth factor medium

used in the nutritional grouping. When the soil extract-yeast

extract slopes were inoculated the butts of the slopes were

also/
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also stabbed. A proportion of the organisms in this group

produced gas in the stabs. Unfortunately, the substrate that

yielded the gas was not identified. Attempts were made to

study this group more fully at a later date. It was then found

to be impossible to transfer the cultures despite the fact that

at tliis time a distinct growth was apparent on the slopes and

microscopical examination showed apparently nomal cells. The

attempts at recovery were conducted with a variety of media and

under aerobic and anaerobic conditions and with increased CQg
tension.

©lis type of organism appears to have growth

requirements of an undetermined nature #iich are carried in

sufficient quantities to initiate growth on isolation but which

are not adequately supplied by the media that were used. The

Ottawa group of workers have reported the occurrence in soil

of organisms which develop on isolation in a soil extract semi¬

solid agar medium, but which fail to grow in any of the media employed

for testing nutritional requirements. The extremely slow rate

of growth sho?m by this type of organ!so in the present studies

suggests that the 5 day incubation period used by the Ottawa

workers would not permit the appearance of macroscopic growth.

It is possible that a proportion of the cultures reported by them

as failing to grow would have shorn growth in their complex

growth factor medium if a longer incubation period had been used.

6. Organisms sensitive to amino acids.

This group of strains represents a portion of the

nutritional groupj, and a few organisms of nutritional group 1.

Although capable of growth in the mineral salts-glucose-nitrate

solution/
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solution they fail to proliferate in the amino acid

solution and they show little or no growth on nutrient agar or

in glucose broth. Litmus silk remains unchanged by the

organisms.

ghe relation of Gram-negative rods to the earthworm.

She incidence of each of the groups is given in

'fable 20 aid is expressed as a percentage of the total isolation

so that a comparison can be made with the nutritional grouping

and the bacterial balance index. She actual number of strains

of each group isolated and the counts which the colonies

represent are given in fables 21 and 22 respectively. ghees

tables ar© appended to permit an easier assessment of the

relative importance of the groups.

She figures in Table 20 indicated that in the

presence of earthworms, there is an Immediate increase in the

soil of the proportions of coliform organisms (group 1) and of

bacteria possessing complex nutritional requirements (group 5)»

Later in the experiment the worm soil showed increased

proportions of the organisms forming yellow growths (groups 3

and 4) and of the paeudomonad group (group 2).

The examinations of worm casts indicate that

coliforra organ!sms are to some extent destroyed during their

passage through the animal. The organisms of groups 2, 3» 4

and 5 are at least unharmed by conditions in the worm gut; the

plate counts shown in Table 13 provide evidence that the organisms

producing yellow growths (groups 3 saSL 4) the organisms with

complex nutritional requirements (group 5) are capable of

multiplication in the alimentary tract of the worm.

The/
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®ie significance, in relation to soil fertility,

of changes that have "been detected in the "bacterial populations

of the earlihworrok gut, ana of the soil to tiiich the animal's

secretions and casts have been added, still remains to he

explored. It is generally acknowledged that a stable crumb

structure is on® of the most important factors determining soil

fertility. Hopp & Hopkins (194$) and Slater & Hopp (1947) have

confinaed many field observations relating an increased stability

of soil aggregates to the occurrence of earthworms in soil.

Dawson (1947) found that soil aggregrates removed from the

earthworm gut were more water-stable than earthworm casts vdiich

were in turn more stable than aggregates removed from a worm-

free soil. Martin (1945) and later investigatores have shown

that microorganisms are capable of producing polysaccharides and

other aggregating materials. It thus seems likely that a

portion at least of the bacterial population of the worm gut

is involved in the production of aggregating materials* She

Gram-negative rods which produce yellow growths (groups 3 and 4)
are among the organisms that seam to deserve investigation from

this point of view. 2!hey produce a ropy condition in milk and

viscous growths on agar media, allowing that they synthesise a

bacterial gum; they also gave evidence of being capable of

multiplying in the gut of the earthworm.

®ie findings reported here and the conclusions

drawn from them must necessarily be regarded as tentative.

It is believed, however, that they provide some basis from whi
the problems might be attacked in a more extensive and more

detai1ed investIgation.

*
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oaarmii suirjuiY and coiiolusiqits.

Preliminary investigations were conducted with

the purpose of developing satisfactory methods of examining the

microflora of the gut and coelaniic cavity of the earthworm.

3?or the purpose of showing the final effect on the soil micro¬

flora of passage through the gut a method was developed by

which the final gut contents of an earthworm could be obtained

in the form of a fresh cast which did not come in contact with

the soil.

flie nature of the so-called bacteroids of the

coelomic fluid was investigated. Microscopical examinations

indicated that some, at least, of these bodies are bacterial

cells. Cultural studies demonstrated the occurrence in the

coelomic fluid of a Gram-negative rod which grows only under

strictly anaerobic conditions. This organism has complex

nutritional requirements, the nztmte of which was not determined,

and growth was never obtained after more than two transfers

following isolation on any of the media tested. A streptococcus¬

like organism which requires anaerobic conditions for isolation

occurred in smaller numbers in the coelomic fluid. After

repeated subculturing this organism becomes adapted to the

presence of oxygen and is then capable of producing weak growth

on aerobic agar slopes. These two organisms are considered to

represent the natural microflora of the coelonic fluid of the

earthworm, and other types of bacteria only occur as the result

of infection.

Direct microscopical examinations of the gut

contents/



contents of a number of species of earthworms failed to show

any obvious differences between the gut microflora and the

microflora M the soil in which the rorns were living.

Soil free from earthworms and soil containing

worms were incubated in the laboratory at 30°. Quantitative
•

comparisons of the bacterial flora of the soils were made with

the object of showing the total effect of the castings and

excretions of the animal. It was found that after about 4

days the soil containing worms had a larger bacterial population

than the worm-free sample. These increased numbers were

maintained for the duration of the experiments. Evidence wag

also obtained which relates some, at least, of this increase

in bacterial numbers to the presence of worm slime in the soil.

Quantitative examinations of the bacterial flora in the anal

region of the gut indicated that for an initial period of about

ten days the bacterial count in this part of the alimentary

tract was lower than that of either the worm-free soil or the

soil in siiich the worms are living. After this period a

rapid increase occurred in the bacterial count of the gut and

the counts obtained greatly exceeded those of the soils.

qualitative studies were made of cultures isolated

from the worm-free soil, the soil containing worms and the

final gut contents of these worms. SEhese studies utilised a

nutritional classification and an application of the "bacterial

"balance index" as used in soil microbiology. Additional

characters of some of the dominant organisms were also obtained.

From these Investigations, evidence was obtained which related

the increased numbers of bacteria in the soil containing worma

to the multiplication of certain bacterial groups. ITo

evidence/
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evidence was secured that the earthworm gut contains a specific

microflora. Apparently, however, the high bacterial counts

obtained from the fresh worm casts, after worms had been in a

soil for a number of days, were related to the occurrence of

certain groups of soil bacteria which are capable of prolifer¬

ating in the worm gut. Other groups of soil bacteria appear

to pass through the gut unaffected while others appear to be

destroyed to some extent.

It was established that bacterial spores pass

through the worm gut unaltered. By obtaining the ratio betwe

the spore count and the total bacterial count for a '.weighed

sample of the soil in ^ich worms are living and by making

spore counts and total counts on small unweighed samples from

the alimentary tract, it would be possible to obtain quantitative

data for gut contents without requiring to weigh these samples#
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